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RAYTH[ON
MAGNETRONS

RE     rapl,

Rcrytheon Company has designed and manu-
factured hundreds of different types of magne-
trons, of both conventional and cocndc[l design.

These tubes include pulsed and CW magne-
trons in fixed frequency, tunable, and Ire-

quency agile versions with peak power levels
from I kilowatt to 5 megawatts and frequencies

from VHF through K-band.
The ratings and descriptions given in

the following pages represent only some of the
currently available, non-classified types.

If your specif ic requirements are not found in
these listings, please contact your nearest

Raytheon Sales Office.

RAYTHEON



Coaxic[l Magnetrons
The general operation of the

conventional magnetron is well
understood. This type o± tube,
used in cpplications rcmging
Iron MTI radars to microwave
cooking, still offers the most
economical source ol r-I power
crvailable. The following discus-
sion, however, will concentrate
on the newer, less lcmiiliar cnd
more sophisticated coaxial
mc(gnetrons.

htroduction
The unique feature of coaxial

magnetrons is a built-in stabiliz-
ing ccIvity that grec[tly improves
frequency stability.  Several in-
portant secondary effects, such as
a better r-I output spectrum,
higher efficiency and longer life,
ctre inherent in this design ap-
proach.  Figure 1 shows how the
anode vane structure is coupled
through slots in the supporting
back wall to the surrounding (or
ccxndal) stabilizing cavity, and
then through a slot in the outer
wall of that ccIvity to the external
waveguide load.  By proper loco-
tion of the vane coupling slots,
the vcme system couples to
the desired TEoi I ccIvity mode. This
aITangement provides mode sta-
bility without the use of anode
strcxps,whichareoneofthecouses
of low O's and low efficiency in I
conventional magnetrons.

Longer life and.better reli-
ability result from the use of more
vanes than are possible in con-
ventional tubes.  At high fie-
quencies, where dimensions of
the anode resoncmt cavities are
small, these additional vanes
mean larger anode and cathode
areas and thus a more conserva-
tive tube design.

Conventionc[l tuning is
accomplished by moving one end
plate of the stabilizing ccIvity to
changes its height. Various tuner
drive mechonisms can be
furnished.

F'igure I - Cross-Sectional View ol Coaxial Magnetron Structure.

Pushing
Pushing is the change in

operating frequency which re-
sults from a change in the anode
current of the tube.  It is caused by
the presence of the electron
strecml at the vane tips of the
anode resonant cavities. This
effect is greatly reduced in coaxi-
al magnetrons because the main
element determining the fie-
quency is the high-a cavity, not
the low-a vane system.  Pushing
figures are typically I/4 of the
values of conventional type
magnetrons, low enough so that
the r-I output spectrum does not
appreciably differ from the
Fourier trc[nsfonn of the modulat-
ing woveform.

Titter
One area in which special

precautions are necessary with
cocndal magnetrons is that of
starting characteristics.  Because
of the time required for oscillation
build-up in the high Q pi-mode,
excessively fast pulse rise times
may lead to mist iring cnd cause
interference from other mode
frequencies.

Raytheon tunable cocndal
magnetrons can offer the lowest
leading edge jitter available in
this type of magnetron.  This is
because of Raytheon's patented
mode damping system, which
can be applied to any coexial
magnetron design.  If low leading
edge jitter is a system require-
ment, such as in MII radar appli-
cations, Raytheon should be con-
tacted regarding this capability.

un Performcmce
Cocndal tubes produce about

a six-fold improvement of pulse-
to-pulse frequency jitter while
they introduce about a three-fold
increase in time jitter. When MTT
improvement factors c[re com-
puted the net effect is a signif icant
improvement in overall MIT
ccxpability.  Further improvement
of MIT ccxpability can be effected
through injection of a low-level
(-40 to -50 db) priming signal.

Spectruncfuality
Spectrum Quality of cocndal

magnetrons is generally better
than that of other tubes.  Since it
is closely related to the AM and
FM occurring in the r-I pulse
envelope, the r-I spectmm is
improved by the low frequency
pushing of the cocndal design.
The spectrum bandwith is easily
less than 2.0/tp, where tp is the
pulse width.  Side lobes are at
least 9 db below the main lobe.
Stability, expressed as a percent
of missing pulses due to either
arcing or moding, is less than
0. 25°/o for any lcxld phase position.
Figure 2 compares spectra of
conventional and coexial magne-
trons with a poor pulse shcpe
intentionally cxpplied.  For the
system designer, greater freedom
of pulse shape is a welcome
relief.

A typical spectral output from
a cocndal magnetron is shown in
Figure 3 which shows conformity
with the requirements of MH.-STD-
469 and also shows the associated
modulating pulse.

a
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F'igure3-TypicctlSpect[ctlOutput.

Pulling
Pulling is the frequency

change caused by variations in
the external lcxld on the magne-
tron.  It is usually apecified as the
frequency excursion observed
whena1.5VSWRicadismoved
through all phase positions. This
corresponds to varying ref lections
from nearby forgets or from mov-
ing elements in the wc[ve-guide
system of the radar.  Coc[xial
magnetrons hove typical pulling
figures about I/3 the value com-
mon to conventional tubes.

Hiciency
The low circuit losses cmd

highr-fenergystorageofthe
ccaxial magnetron permit greater
efficiency to be achieved.  At
both X cmd Ku bands it is now
possible to offer more thou 40°/o
efficiency from magnetrons. This
con be a signif icant advantage in
new systems, allowing smaller
power supplies and cooling sys-
tens to be used.  For many tube
replacement applications, how-
ever, the power supplies already
exist and hove I ixed operating
points.  Also, the antenna or
transmission line mcry not be able
to hcmdle increased r-I power.
Therefore, the coasdal magnetron
may hove to be specic[lly de-
coupled to meet existing system
limitations. The result is that the
specif ications do not always
reflect the full capc[bility inherent
in the tube.

Pressurization
The output woveguide and

the input to the cathode stem are
generally pressurized so that
stc[ndard atmospheric conditions
are maintained when high alti-
tude is reached. The permissible
range of pressure to be kept in the
input and output arec[s of the
tubes is 12 to 45 psia.

Life
CocKial magnetron life is

typically 3 to 5 times greater than
conventional magnetrons be-
cause the cathode emitting sur-
face and anode vane tip area are
much grec[ter. With more anode
vanes and larger cathode size,
the emission density and vane tip
power dissipation are signif i-
cantly lower, and the effects are
seen directly in less arc dcmage
and in better life.

Another signif icant factor in
the longer life of cocndal tubes is
the greatly improved pulse sta-
bility (arcing, erosion, missing
pulses) which comes about as a
resultofenergystoragebeing
prinarily in the coc[xial cavity,

therebyallowinggrec[tlyreduced
I-I voltages in the electron
interaction puce.

The result of these character-
istics is less system down time,
higher reliability, end lower
replacement costs.

LE:t=Agile
Agile magnetrons offer the

radar designer a mec[ns of im-
proved radar perfolmc[nce  due
to reduced scintillation, glint and
clutter.  haproved ECCM perfom-
ance is also afforded.  Raytheon
ccoxialmagnetronscc[nbesup-
plied with dither tuning capa-
bility.  Agile mechanisms can
either dither the main broadbcmd
tuner about a center frequeney
(such as the servo tunable elec-
tromagnetic actuator type), or
can activate a separate agile
tuner which is independent of the
brcxldband finer mechc[nism.
Raytheon's patented "Ring Tuner"
is an excmple of this latter type,
and is described below.

The Ring Tuner -The princi-
ple of the ring tuner is shown by
Figure 4. This is a sketch of a
ccxndalmagnetroncavitywitha
conventional tuning plunger ,
either hand-actuated or motor-
driven.  Note the channel in the
outer wall of the ccIvity. Within
this channel is a ring which is
severed at two places.  Nec[r the
output, on both sides.of the output
coupling slot, the ring is fimly
attached to the cc[vity wall. The
recessed ring, however, is free to
move from its two free hanging
extremities opposite the outout
slot.  A mechanical acfuator
attached to the free hanging ends
of the ring couses the ring to
alternately expand and contract,
thereby perturbing the resonant
frequeney of the ccIvity. The ring
is located in a region which is
nearthepeakofthecc[vityr-I
current distribution for every
position of the broadband tuner.
As a I`esult, the dither tuning
I`ange remains virtually constc[nt
over a wide frequency bc[nd.



F'igue4-PrincipleOftheRingTuner.

A diagram ol the ring tuner
actuator appears in Figure 5. The
prime mover is a compact motor,
which impc[rts, through the rotary
motion of its shaft A, a translation
of the vertical shaft 8. Rocker arm
linkages, C, then trc[nslate this
motion fo the horizontal plane
end altemc[tely expand end con-
tract the ring.

Figures-ActucrtorMechcmism
for the Fling Thaer.

Flexible long life bellows
assemblies (not shown for sim-
plicity)'separc[te the vacuum re-
gion within the tube proper from
the external ring actuator system.
The bellows are arrcmged so that
the proper lcxld is presented to
the actuator assembly at all alti-
tudes which may be encountered
in I ield service.

Readout-Bothbrcxldband
andagilerec[doutsarenormally
provided for dither fined tubes.
Broadband readout is obtained
from a linearized multi-turn
potentiometer.  Agile readout
canbeprovidedbymecmsofa
resolver in cases where position
rec[dout is desired, or by a
motor generator in cases where
velocity readout will suffice.

RingTunerReliability-~
Before selecting a ring-funed
coarial magnetron for a projected
system, the transmitter designer
must carefully consider the relia-
bility characteristics of the device.
The dither tuner, which com-
monly operates at 80 to 200 Hz,
may be subjected to 720 million
cycles over a looo-hour dither
lifetime (which mcry be 1/2 to I/3 of
the total c[vailable tube life).  It is
obvious that the cljther finer
Inechanisrn Inust have an oper-
atinglifet±mecommensuratevyipa
the expected micl`owcIve tube life
in order to avoid I ield mainte-
nonce and repeir.

Ehvironmental Capc[bil ity
ol the Ring Tuner -Transmitters
using ring-funed magnetrons
normally hove to satisfy
environmentc[l equ ipment
requirementso±militaryaircraft.
h certain instances require-
mentsmcrybeconsiderably
more stringent.  Rcrytheon ring-
fined magnetrons are thel`e-
fore designed for complic[nce
with all appropriate military
specifications.



Coaxial Magnetrons

Peak
Anode
Cur,enl

(A)

Peak
Power

Oulpu'*
(kw)

Tube
Type

F'eq.
(GHz)

Pulse                         Max.                   Anode
Widlli                           Duly                  Vol`age

(4sec)                      Cycle                    (kv)
Code

Weight
(lb)

QKH1505                        8.5-9.6                    65              0.2-5.0              .001                  15                15                MWYB                 6.5

QKH1709**                  8.5-9.6                 200              0.2-3.0              .001                  22               27.5           MWYB              14

QKH1578/                     8.5-9.6                 200              0.2-3.0              .0011               22               27.5           MWYB              13
JAN8855

QKH1512/                     8.5-9.6                 200              0.2-3.0              .0011               27               25               MWYB              19
JAN8896

QKH1553                        9.245                       75              0.2-3.0              .001                  15                13.5           FWDB                  7.5

QKH1592/                    9.375                       70              0.2-3.0              .0011               15               15               FWYB                  7
USAF377A                  ±0.02

OKH1665                       9.0-9.6                 200              0.3-3.0              .001                  21.5           27.5           BWYB               17

QKH1666                        9.1 -9.5                    70              0.3-4.0              .001                  15                15               PWYB               13

QKH1763                        9.1 -9.5                    65              0.3-4.0              .001                  15                15                 BWYB               13

QKH1757                        9.0-10.0               130              0.2-1.0              .001                   18                18                MWYB               13

S (E)               QKH1667                      2.7-2.9            500-800        0.5-2.5             .0011              29               70               MWJB                95

(F)               ®B€H1772                       3.5-3.7                 500               0.5-3.0              .001                 30               35                MWJB               95

Ku (J) @fr§FTi52F                     600  MHz                   95              0.2-2.0              .Ooi                  i6                1 6               EwyB               13
15.5-17.5

72088                      15.5-17.5               125              0.2-3.0              .001                  18                19                MWYB              14

©KH152©                     600  MHz                  65              0.2-2.0              .001                  14               14               EWYB                  7.5
16,1 -16,9

@KH1516                      16.6-17.1                  35              0.2-2.0              .0008               12                  9.5            MWYB                 4.3

Ka (K)            QKH1663                    32.0-33.0                 65             0.3                      .0008              16.5           16.25        MWYB              13

*Specification  minimum  value.

* *7008  Replacement.

Codes:   Tuning
E     Electro-Mech
F     Fixed
M    Mechanical
B      Ping

Output
C    Coax
W    Waveguide

Cooling                                                   Magnet
D     Conduction                                      8     Permanent  integral
J      Forcedair/liquid                          S     Permanent
Y     Forcedair



©onventi®nal Magnetrons

Tube                                      Freq.
Type                                        (Mriz)

Peak
Power

®utput*
(kw)

Pulse                     Fuqax.                    Anode
Width                    Duty                 Voltage
(4tsec)                  Cycle                     (kv)

Peak
Anode
Current

(A)

UHF (B)       RK7547                         406-450                   2000             7.0             .0018             55                 97             MCZB            220

L(D) 5J26                              1220-1350                   400             2.0             .002                30                 46             MCYK               20
(unpacka]g@di»

RK7484A                     1250-1350                 2000             3.0             .0012             60                 90             MWYB               90

RK6517                         1250-1350                 1000             3.0              .0013              53                 50              MWYB               90

QK655                            1250-1285                  5000              6.0              .0018              71                150              FWZB              110

QKH942                       1250-1350                 5000             6.0             .0018             71                150              lwzB               140
(10 Hz tun. rate)

QK666                           1320-1350                 5000             6.0              .0018              71                150              FWZB              ilo

S (a)             RK6177A                   4268-4350              1  watt                             1.00              .305             .030             "CXB                 1
(altimeter)                                                       CW

RK7529                       2700-2850                3500             2.0             .0008             62              115             MWZB              66

QKH1569                    2700-2900                 1000              1.0             .001                 45                 50              MWYB               66

QKH898                       2841 -2871                  4500              3.0             .001                 70               130              MWZB               60

RK6410A                    2750-2860                4500             2.0             .001                 70               130             FWZB                57

RK6406A                    2850-2910                 1750             2.0             .0007             52                 85             FWZB                40

QKH1528                    2900-3100                 1000              1.0              .001                 45                 50              MWYB               66

RK5795                        3100-3500                 1000             1.5             .0022             45                 45             MWYB              66

RK6402                       5430-3570                   700             2.0             .0016             47                 50             MWZB              65

FIK8764                        3590-3700                  1000             1.5              .001                 47                 50              MWYB               66

RK5586                       2700-2900                   800             1.0             .0005            30                 70             MCYK                 6.5

RK8798                        2700-2900                   450             1.0             .001                 30                 40             MCYK                  5.5

4J35                             2700-2740                   800             1.0             .0005             28                 70             FCYK                   5

4J34                             2740-2780                   800             1.0             .0005            28                 70             FCYK                   5

4J©©                              2780-2820                   800             1.0             .0005             28                  70             FCYK                   5

4J32                             2820-2860                   800             1.0             .0005             28                70             FCYK                   5

4J31                               2860-2900                   800             1.0             .0005             28                 70             FCYK                   5

F!K5657                        2900-3100                   800              1.0             .0005             30                 70             MCYK                  6.5

2J34                              2700-2740                   240             1.0             .002               20                30             FCYA                   2.3

2J33                              2740-2780                   240             1.0             .002                20                30             FCYA                   2.3

2J32                              2780-2820                   240             1.0             .002                20                 30             FCYA                   2.3

2J31                               2820-2860                   240             1.0             .002                20                 30             FCYA                   2.3

2J©©                              2860-2900                   240             1.0             .002                20                 30             FCYA                   2.3

*Specification  minimum  value.

Codes:   Tuning
F     Fixed
I        Hydraulic

M    Mechanical

Output
C     Coaxial
W    Waveguide

COO'ing

X     Convection
Y     Forcedair
Z      Liquid

" Electromechanical  frequency  modulated  by a  300  Mz  vibrating  reed  mechanism  for  use  in  radar  altimeters.

Magnet
A    Separate
8     Permanent  integral
K     Permanent separate



Conventional Magnetrons

Freq.
(MHz)

Peak
Power

®utput*
(kw)

Pulse                    rmax.                   Anode
Width                     Duly                 Voltage
(,4tsec)                  Cycle                    (kv)

Peak
Anode
Current

(A)

S (F)              2J70A                          3025-3075                     20             1.0             .001                   7                   8             FCYB                   3.7

2J70B                           3025-3075                      50             1.0             .001                   9                 16             FCYB                   4

©KH1199                    4900-5100                    250              1.0             .001                 24                 24              MWYB               35

HK7460                       5450-5825                   250             0.5             .001                24.5             25             MWYB              35

l]K7156                       5450-5825                   250             2.0             .001                24.5             24             MWYB              35

RK6344A                    5450-5825                   175             2.4             .001                22                 22             MWYB              25

QKH1214                    5665-5715                 1000              1.0              .001                 35                 65              MWYB               50

C(H) 4J59                                6275-6375                     180              1.0              .001                  18                  30              FWYB                 11.5

4J58                                6375-6475                     180              1.0              .001                  18                  30              FWYB                 11.5

4J57                                6475-6575                    180              1.0              .001                  18                  30              FWYB                 11.5

2J50                               8750-8900                      40              i.0              .0012              12                  12              FWYK                   1.3

R K60©2                       9230-9404                   250             2. 0             . 001                28                 30             FWYB                24

QKH1374                   9300-9320                        7             2.0             .002                  5.5               4.5         FWYB                  3

RK6959                       9330-9420                   600             0.5             .0011              33                 67             FWYB               45

QKH1535                    9315-9375                       20              1.0              .001                    7.5                6.5          FWYB                   5

2J55                              9345-9405                      40             2.0             .001                 12                 12             FWYB                  4

2J42                             9345-9405                        7             2.0             .002                  5.5               4.5         FWYB                  3

2J42H * *                      9345-9405                        7             2.0             .002                  5.5                4.5         FWYB                  3

725A/2J53                 9345-9405                      40             5.0             .001                 12                 12             FWYK                   1.5

2J51 A                           8500-9600                      40             3.5             .001                 14                 14             MWYB                 5

RK6248                        8700-8900                         i.2          1.0             .045                   3.6                0.9         MWYB                 6

7256                               9000-9160                      40             0.5              .001                 14                  14              MWYB                  5

©KH" ail                   9300-9700                        7             2.0             .002                  5.5               4.5         MWYB                 3

*Specification  minimum  value.

Codes:    ITunimg
F     Fixed
I        Hydraulic

M    Mechanical

®utpu3
C     Coaxial
W    Waveguide

e®Olin©

X     Convection
Y     Forcedair
Z      Liquid

"Designated  for  jet  aircraft  environments.   Operatlon  to  60,000  feet  altitude  wlthout  pressurization.

RK7484A

==EH_

F3K5795
PK2J30

Magnefi
A    Separate
a     Permanent  integral
K     Permanent separate

QKH1121 QKH1463





M.BWO'S

Raytheon Company offers a family of
M-BWO's that cover a broad portion of the

microwave spectrum. These tubes generateVtypica| CW or cIverage powers up to 500 watts

with peak powers of 1000 watts and a typical
efficiency of 25 per cent.

Specific operating characteristics of Raytheon
M-BWO's ccin be furnished only upon receipt of

proper security clearance cnd evidence of
need to know.  Please contact your neCirest

Sales Office for furthel` information.

RAYTHEON



REmEyEBe BclckwcErd wave OscEEEerE©rs

htnduction
The M-BWO is inherently a

voltage funable crossed-field
oscillator.  Frequency is deter-
mined by the velocity of the elec-
trons, which in turn is related to
the electric and magnetic field
present. These fundamental rela-
tionships reduce to a simple ex-
pression as follows:

Frequency,F-E

Where E is the voltage between
sole cnd anode, and 8 is the mag-
netic field.

A second order effect upon
frequency is caused by "beam

pushing.''#)resulting from

variations in becm current.
The cathode, grid and accel-

erator comprise the "gun" porti6n
of the tube where the beam is initi-
ated, current controlled, and fo-
cused for injection into the inter-
action space.  In this space, be-
tween the sole and anode (delay
line), energy conversion tc[kes
place.  See Figure I.

The beam current (and
power outout) is controlled by the
accelerator. The sole to anode
voltage controls the output Ire-
quency. As a versatile microwave
powergeneratortheM-BWO
therefore can be pulsed on or
off, amplitude modulated (with
some attendant FM) and fre-
quency modulated.  A dyncmiic
tuning range of 30% is thus pro-
vided by an individual tube. A
fcmily of current M-BWO's can
cover c[ broad portion of the
microwave spectrum ,. generating
typical CW or overage powers up
to 500 watts with peak powers of
1000 watts end typical efficiency of
25 per cent.

EseTroEN in  \ ^t^   ,   cORroRE,      ,

r---~----~~4y4--i---i  TuBE    v
•A                                                      i-:`#'(BEDY-          ,

I-

E=

K I sc:L

-.      +._`_.-._.J             ,                     )L+ --1 h---------I=Eco

+=Eb2

P--
FM

:

K= (element to which all veltage§
are refs reticedy

a = Grid
Ace = Accelerator
A = Anode or delay line
S = Soie

FrequeneyC®nfrol
Elements

C = Collector (Beam Miser}
camrrected

Ebl, lbl = Accelerator voltage, curt
Eb2, lb2 = Anode (delay line} volta€
Eg,1g = Grid voltage, current (±)
E§o] leo = Sole voltagef Current t±)

08 = TI.ansverse mag netic field

FIGURE: 1. -MBWO Schemcrtic, Symbols, cnd Power Supply FLequirements.

DualModecbercrtion
ManyM-BWO'saredesigned

to have a dual mode capability,
i.e. the capability of CW opera-
tion and a pulse level of 3 db
above the Cwr level. This is done
either over portions of the tuning
band or over the entire tuning
band, depending on the desired
application of the tube.  Normally
the overage power under pulsed
conditions is equivalent to that of
the Ow mcxle.

Tidy Sensitivity
The dyncmic frequency

response from the M-BWO dic-
tates consideration of the voltage
applied to the controlling tube
elements.  Power supply ripple or
any deliberately applied modu-
lating voltage have the same
effect upon output frequency.
Typical tuning sensitivity (for
standard line tubes) expressed c[s
volts per T\Alz is as follows:

Power Output, Frequency
ondTuningVoltage

"A Contour Plot, " Figure 2

illustrates typical relationships
between voltages, frequency c[nd
power output when the delay line
(anode) current (Ib2) is held con-
stant by adjusting accelerator
voltage.

By utilizing the contours of
power output and frequency,
the typical performance to be
expected in this regc(rd may be
predicted for a specific tuning
voltage or for a sole and/or delay
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line modulation. A departure
from these values is to be ex-
pected, of course, if the program-
ming of input conditions causes a
departure from the stated value
of Ib2.
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FIGUFIE: 2. -S-Bcmd MBWO Contour Plot.
Power Output , F'requency,
Voltc[ge

Accelerchor Control, Becmi
CumentcmdPowerOutput

The accelerator is the becm
current control electrode.  Accel-
erator voltage Ebl (or dyncmic-
ally Aebl) therefore provides the
versatility for oniplitude modula-
tion, for turning the tube on or off,
for pulsing, or for CW operation.
In the sequence of voltages ap-
plied to the M-BWO, it should be
the last to come on and the first
to come off if tube or circuit mal-
function occurs.

Typical accelerator char-
acteristics are shown in Figure 3.
Useful power output is not gener-
ated until a certain .current is
reached. The current correspond-
ing to this density is called the
starting current.

However, in some tubes in
the M-BWO fcmily signal emana-
tions, usually in the fomi of very
low level noise, have been de-
tected below the point of funda-
mental power cut-off.

At zero accelerator voltage
these signals are assured of being
greater than -60 dbm for all tubes.
Pulsing the accelerator is readily
achievable. There does not ap-
pear to be any limitation on
pulse rise time for values less than
the beam transit time. Therefore,
rise times as short as 0. 05 micro-
second or less are acceptable.
Peak been current, ib2, and
anode dissipation are limiting
parameters.  Anode dissipation is
inter-related with pulse width.
The average duty cycle is a con-
sideration but is insufficient in
itself in evaluating tube capability.
The delay line structure is sensi-
tive to the dissipation energy per
pulse.

Pulse width and duty cycle
are defined with respect to the
current pulse, ib2. The rf pulse
will be somewhat narrower, de-
pending upon the starting current.
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FIGURE: 3. -Typical S-Bcmd MBW0
Accelercttor Chctrctcteristics

The accelerator voltage mcry
be modulated with frequencies
up to 20 NIz or higher to provide
an cmplitude modulated output.
As has been indicated, there is
attendant FM due to pushing.
The resultant rf spectrum there-
fore is a combination of FM and
AM.

M-BWO inonc[lies
The M-BWO, as do most

microwave tubes, has certain
anomalies which generally do not
limit its usefulness but which are
characteristics to be considered
in application of the device. These
are (I) undesired outputs (spuri-
ous), (2) regions of discontinuous
frequency (' 'holes" or missing fre-
quency bands), (3) negative re-
sistance characteristics of the sole
element (see Power Supply Con-
siderations).

Spurious S ignals
The term spurious output

refers to an undesired output in
the form of line-spectrum signals
adjacent to the carrier of an M-
type BWO with spurious carrier-
frequency spacings that are
typically I. 5% of the carriel` fre-
quency. The phenomenon is
noted in all varieties of M-type
backward wave oscillators.  In
some cases, the cmplitude of
these spurious signals may ap-
proach to within 10 db of the car-
rier. The spectral line (s) of spuri-
ous output may occur on either or
both sides of the carrier.

The level of spurious output
relative to the carrier, the spuri-
ous-carrier ratio is sensitive to the
value of beam current.



MissingFrequencyBcmds
or 'Holes'`

Although M-BWO design and
manufacturing experience hove
established certain rules which
minimize the occurence of this
anomaly, the phenomena is not
sufficiently understood to be com-
pletely eliminated in all cases."Holes" or Missing Frequency

Bands, are sudden frequency
shifts of a few NIz or less
(usually without change of power)
as the tuning voltage is varied.

When present, ''holes" are
discemable prinarily under CW
operating conditions.  It has been
observed, however, that if the
tuning voltage is modulated to
some degree either by ripple or
noise frequencies, the ''hole"
becomes very much less discem-
able and may disappear. There-
fore, in the typical system appli-
cation where the M-BWO is
cmplitudeand/or frequency
modulated, holes ''fill-in" and are
seldom if ever a significant
concern.

Missing Frequency Bands or"holes" may be related to sole

current variations as described
under Sole Power Supply con-
siderations.







RAYTHEON
CIA.S

Rcr}rfheon Company offers a wide variety of
both forward and backward wave crossed

I ield amplif iers with peck power outputs from
loo kilowatts to 5 megawatts and frequencies

from L through X-band.

The ratings and descriptions given in the
following pages represent only some of the
currently available, non-classified types.  If
your specif ic requirements are not found in

these listings, please contact your nearest
Raytheon Sales Office.

RAYTHEON



Crossed Field
Amplifiers
htroduction

Flaytheon crossed field cm-
plifiers are widely used in mili-
tory cnd civilicm radar systems.
The Amplitron, invented by
Raytheon Compciny, wc[s the
original crossed field bc[ckwald
wc[ve cmplifier. CFA's hc[ve been
incorporated into systems from
UIH to X-bond. Most ol these
systems utilize high power
cathode pulsed CFA's with peak
power operc[tion between loo KW
cnd 5 MW cnd average power
levels up to 20 KW.

The CFA's listed on the fol-
lowing pages are typical ol the
types mcmulc[ctured by Flaytheon
Compcmy. Other types, both
classified cnd unclassified, are
c[vailable. The reader should
contc[ct Rcrytheon Compcmy for
informc[tion on CFA's to meet
hisprrticulorneeds.

CIA Ccrtegories
There are several distin-

guishing features of CFA's. CFA's
may conveniently be grouped by
their mode of operation (forward-
wave or backward-wove) end by
their electron strecmi source (in-
jected becm or emitting sole). The
I irst group concerns distinctions of
the voltage-frequency behcIvior of
the tube, cnd the second group
concerns the method by which
the electron strecmi is introduced
into the interaction region. Both
groups can be operated pulsed
or CW. The major distinctions
between individual tube types
are thus heavily intertwined with
the end use and the method of
application of power to the tube.

Pevice Selection
The selection of a pc[rticular

microwave tube t]pe should be
made on the basis of its suita-
bility for the requirement. I:ach
system requirement is unique,
cnd very often a specif ic need
dominates and overrides all other
considerations in the selection of
the most appropriate tube type.
The CFA is characterized by low
or moderate gain, moderate
bondwidth, high efficiency,
saturated cmplification, small
size, low weight, cnd high per-
vecmce. Enhcmcement of any one
feature will invariably degrade
cmother, resulting in a penalty
that undercuts its overall suita-
bility. For this reason, the usage
of the CFA has been most success-
ful in those applications in which
its natural character is essential
for the system objective.

The usage of the CFA should
be considered as complementary
to all other cIvailable types rather
thcm, necessc[rily, a substitute for
them. Its most frequent applica-
tion has been in coherent cmpli-
I ier conf igurations in final stages
where efficient and multimode
performance is required. The
driver sfages, which are at re-
duced levels of power, are served
best by lower power, higher gain
devices such as the linear
b- tubes.
Applicchions

The low gain, high efficiency,
small size, cnd lightweight tea-
tures of the CFA make it particu-
larly suitable for mobile systems.
The size-weight limitations in
mobile systems have c[n impact
not only on the size and weight
of the tube itself, but, more im-
portcmtly, on the peripheral
equipment. With cm efficient final
high-power stage, scIvings accrue
to the power supply, the primary
fuel quantity, the size and ca-
pacity of the cooling system, and
the additional incidental power
requirements such as fflornent
and solenoid. Advantages further
accrue if the system requires
multipower modes that can be
achieved by omission of pulsing

to the I inal stage clnd allowing
lower level drive power to feed
through the final sfage. The sys-
tern efficiency does not degrade
with such operation.

h mobile systems it is com-
mon to subdivide the various
radar units into transportable
modules. A system composed of a
chain of oniplif ier stages naturally
adapts itself to the mobile concept
with a minimal intersfage con-
necting cirouitry. It further per-
mits cm "add on" module concept
that ccm either upgrade or derate
a given chain to I it varied require-
ments without major modification.
Typical conf igurations that hove
been established successfully in
field use are shown in Fig.  I.

The reproducibility of the
CFA adapts itself readily to ap-
plications having multiparallel
cmplif ier stages, as in a tl`ans-
mitter driving a phased arrcry.
The modes of operation available
are with the tubes either in
pc{rallel with power combined at
the outouts, or separc[tely feeding
the antenna. The parc[llel tea-
ture also makes possible designs
in which I lexibility of approach
exists by added combinations
of stages.

Rcrytheon crossed I ield cmpli-
I iers offer performance charc[c-
teristics that make them ideal for
use in chains of two or more
tubes to mcinize power and
gain while minimizing size and
weight. The versatility of CFA`s
also permits paralleling of tubes,
using feed-through modes, and
frequency shifting within the RF
pulse. Wide electronic bcmdwidth
can be used effectively for phas-
ing purposes.

Chains utilizing more than
two CFA's and/or incorporating
Raytheon 'IWT's as drivers can
also be designed to meet particu-
lar operating requirements. For
excmple, cm X-band chc[in (one
TWI. and two CFA's) produces
over 70 db of gain at a tube weight
of 45 pounds and a typical eff i-
ciency of 50%. This is by far the
lightest-weight, most efficient ,
coherent 500 kw peak power
source at X-hand .



Crossed Field Amplif iers

Tube
Band                   Type

Avg.              Peak
power         poweB.*
(kw)              (MW)

Peak
Anode
Current

(A)

Typical
Peak

Anode
Voltage

(kv)

Peak
Pu'§e                    RF
Width                  Drive

(usec)                (kw)
Weight                      Dplver

i-leater                         (Ib)                           Tube

L  (D)       QKS1319         1250-1350          3.0          0.1                20           10.5             1-250              4.5        none                           50

QKS1181         1250-1350         3.9         5.0             130          72-85            i.8           400            50Apreheat       120         5J26

RK7577/          1280-1350         3.6         5.3               98           94-105         1.8          400            50Apreheat       120         5J26
QKS653

QKS642            1280-1350         8.0         5.0            125           73-86            6.0           588            70 A                        180

S               QKS1267         2905-3085          1.32       0.06               4.0      22-27         35                     1.6        18A  max.               50

(E,F)      QKS1449        2900-3100         3.6            .120            5.0       28-30         30                    7.0        none                         50

QKS1484        3170-3260         0.72      0.06              4.0      26-28         30                    2.4        none                         50

QKS1380         3000-3200       22              1.2               33           51-55         80                110            none                        120

QKS154©         2900-3100         8.25      0.666          20          45-55         30                  48            none                       110           QKS1267,
8128

QKS1541         2900-310014             2.6               62          44-56         28               550            none   .                   ilo         QKS1540

QKS1646         3100-3500          3.0          0.125          15           14-18       100                   10.0        none                         150          10  kwTWT

QKS1606         3100-3500      75.0         0.8               70          32-36       100                  75            none                       200         QKS1646

C  (a)      QKslil3©        5400-5600         3.2         0.60            21              42                0.5              15            none                         55

QKS1343        5400-5900
Driver

6.3         0.63            25          45-51          37                 60            none                         70         7C k w ll/VT

QKS134©        5400-5900         7.2         1.25            39          46-52         35               250            none                         70         QKS1343
Final

QKS157©        5400-5900         6.0         0.60            40          23-30         50                 50            none                       115         60 k w TWT

®KS135©         8900-9600          0.13       0.01                 1.7           16                  6.5                   1.5         6.  3A  1.6V                 9.5

QKS1539         9400-9700         0.3          0.015             2.0          19                5                      1.5        none                           11

QKS1442         9200-9500          0.11        0.01                 2.3           13                 0.25                1.5         1.3  Aat6.3V             9.5

QKS1443         9200-9500         0.7         0.25            19              31                 0.2               10            10 A at 5.5V          35         QKS1442

QKS1244         9500-9700          0.15       0.25               4.0          16                2.2                  1.5        6.3Aat  1.6V            8.5

©K§di 243         9500-9700         0.7         0.5               26             37                2.0              25            none                         35         QKS1244

@B€©il©i]i]          9000-9200           1.2          0.30              19               32                  1.0                10             none                             32

©KS17®5       9500-10,000       0.5         0.5               35              32                2.0              30            none                         28

*Specification  minimum  value

a



F[GURE:I.-TypicctlCFACon(igurcrtious

FIGUFIE 2. -Recent Average TLibe Li(e
c(s a F'unction Of Yecas
in Service.

Environmentch F[c[ctors
CFA`s manufactured by

Raytheon Company hove had

:e:Sflee¥sehr±±:gem:,fair£±:,donan
space cxpplications. Environ-
mentally, the principal design
consideration has revolved
around the shock and vibration
resistance ol the cathode stnicture
and the magnet - the cathode be-
cause it commonly has a conti-
liver construction, and the magnet
because of its weight. Designs
have been achieved which meet
varied environmental requ ire-
ments together with the necessary
thermal and electrical require-
ments, and which provide high
reliability and good I ield experi-
ence. The small-size and low-
voltage features of CFA inter-
action have enabled tubes to
hove physical designs that readily
confomi to environmental re-
quirements, with the main design
effort concentrated on the two
areas noted.

Life                                   r,
The overage fube life in

systems experienced in recent
years is shown in Fig. 2 as a func-
tion of years in service. The lower
frequency types hove been in
service longer, as indicated on
the curve, and have acquired
more history than the higher
frequency types. The best life, as
with all microwcIve tube types,
also correlates with the lower
frequencies where the tubes are
large and understressed. Note-
worthy, however, is the overage
life at 3 GHz where the tubes are
relatively small but the peak and
average power are cppreciable.
All data are for high-voltage
operating time, since filcment life
is not applicable to operation
of most cFA's.

Reference: '`The Continuous-Cchode
quitting-Sole) Crossed-Field Amplilier'`
by ). F'. Skowron. Proceedings o( the IEE,
voiune6l,Nulber30dctrchl973).        a
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AYT
KlysTnoNs

Rcrytheon Company offers d I two-ccIvity
CW klystron oscillators and three-ccrvity and
four-cavity CW klystron amplif iers for rada

illuminator and communication service, as w
as a complete line of low power ref lex klystro
for communications and local oscillator servic

The ratings and descriptions given in the follo
ing pages represent only some of the curren
available, non-classified types.  If your specif

requirements are not found in these listing
please contact your nearest Baytheon

Sales Office.

RAYTHEON



Klystrons

Introduction
Low power reflex klystrons,

while being replaced by solid
stc(te devices in mclny applica-
tions, continue in widespread
use cnd are still preferred in
certain situc[tions that require
relic[ble operation together with
low cost and/or wide mechanical
tuning.

Currently available Raytheon
klystrons in this category are
listed on the following pages.
Flcrytheon recognizes that your
particular application may re-
quire dilIerent periormcmce
parcrmeters than those listed,
cnd is willing to provide new
designs based upon your specific
needs.  For further inlormc[tion,
please contact your nearest
Raytheon Sales Office.

F'igure I. -Reflex Klystron Opercrtion.

Reflex Klystron Operdion
Figure I is a diagrammatic

representation of a typical reflex
klystron.  In any given tube,
oscillation may be obtained with
several combinations of resonator
and ref lector voltages at a given
frequency. The regions where
oscillations occur within the re-
f lector voltage range are referred
to as voltage modes.  Figures 2
and 3 show characteristics of a
typical local oscillator tube (in
this case, the 2K25) in the recom-
mended modes. These modes
have been chosen because they
represent the best compromise
between optimum power and
wide electronic tuning rouge.
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I.igure 2. -Averc[ge Chcrmcteri§tics Of  Tubes Designed for use in Modes A or 8.
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Ow Klystrons
In addition to low power .

communications and local oscillc[-
tor klystrons, Rcrytheon also de-
signs and manufactures CW
oscillator and amplif ier klystrons
for radar, illuminator, and com-
munication service.  Diagram-
matic representations of these
types of klystrons are shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

F'igure 4. -A  2 Cc[vity Klystron Oscillcrtor.

Figure 5. -A 4 Ccrvity Klystron Amplifier.

Two-Covity Ow
Oscillators

Raytheon X-band two-cc[vity
klystron oscillators display very
low AM and FM noise sidebands
and low thermal coefficients. The
rugged , lightweight construc-
tion of these compatible, long
life tubes provides highly-reliable
operation under the most stringent
environmental conditions. All
tubes are electrostatically
for:used.

Data on repl`esentative non-
classif led two-cavity oscillators
are given below.  Other types,
both classified and non-classified,
are available. You are invited to
contact your nearest Raytheon
Sales Off ice for further
information.

Owinplifier§
Raytheon offers three-cavity

end four-ccIvity klystron cmpli-
I iers with high gain and CW
output power up to 5 kilowatts.
Tubes are cIvailable in the C and
X frequency bends.

Raytheon has designed and
qualified compact, liquid-ccoled,
permanent magnet focused cmp-
lif iers for service in military radar,
illuminator, and communications
transmitters. Additional designs
are being developed, and exist-
ing tubes can be quickly adapted
for specialized applications.
Raytheon's staff of experienced
microwcIve engineers is ready to
assist you in meeting your
specific requirements.



CW Oscillators

Power                                   Beam                     Beam       Heater        Heater       Temp.
Frequency                        Output                                 Voltage                 Current    Voltage      Current       Coe«.

(GHz)                              (Walls)                                   (kvdc)                   (mAdc)      (Vdc)          (Amp)      (kHz/OC)
mln.         max.             mln.                max.               mln.                max.           max.          mom.             nom.            nom.

Welghl
Approx.

Coollng                  (Iba.)                         Ttinlng

OKK1802          9.2        9.4          0.25          0.5         3.60          4.10        30        6.3          0.7           15          Cond.                15.0            Fixed

OKK1803          9.7        9.9           0.6             1.5         4.32           4.38        35        6.3           0.7           15          Cond.                15.0            Fixed

OKK1106          9.6     10.6           1                  5             3.6             4.2          30        6.3           3.2             3.0      Cond.                   1.3            Fixed

OKK896             9.6     10.6        50            100                         10                 loo        3.3          6.0        250          Liquid                 2.5            Fixed

QKK1102          9.9     10.3        50            loo                         10                 loo        3.3          6.0        250         Liquid                 3.0            Mech2.5°/a

QKK1466          9.9     10.3     180            300                      13.6                160        3.5           6.3        250          Ebullient         10                Mech2.5°/o

OKK974          10.0     10.3     180             -            13.2           14.0        185        3.3          6.3        250          Ebullient           2.5            Fixed

Communications Klystrons

All tubes operate with 750V on the beam. Adequate cooling  is accomplished by air cooling, by use of a heat sink adaptor,
or by use of the QK1320A vapor cooling jacket. Very low temperature coefficients result when the  probe output klystrons
are operated in the QK1320A jacket.

Complete  band  coverage  is  also  offered  with  klystrons  incorporating  a control  electrode.   Used  in  an AFC circuit,
this electrode can compensate for slow frequency changes  with  time without introduction  of distortion.

All types have a probe output.

Tunable
Freq.
(MHz)

Tube
Type

(control
electiode)

COupling
Wavegulde

Mln Power Output (W)
Nan-conlrol                           Conlfol
Electrode                          Electrode

3700-4200                               QKK1288                                                                              WR-229                            1.5

4400-5000                                QKK1289                                                                                WR-187                             1.5

5925-6425                               QKK754A                            OKK965                               RG-50/ U                          1.5                            i.0

6575-6875                               0KK755A                            QKl(910                                RG-50/U                          1.5                            1.0

6575-6875                              0KK755B                                                                           RG-50/ U                         3.0

6875-7125                               QKl(756A                                                                              RG-50/ U                          1.5

7125-7750                                 QKK758A                             OKK967                                 RG-51 /U                           1.5                             1.0

7750-8400                               0KK759A                            QKK968                               RG-51 / U                          1.5                            i.0

10700-11700                              0KK1235                              QKK878                                 WF]-75                                1.0                             0.5

11700-12200                                                                              0KK879                               WR-75                                                                 0.5

12200-12700                              QKK833A                             QKK®7©                                WR-75                                1.0                            0.5

12700-13250                             0KK1237                                                                               WR-75                               1.0

14400-15200                                                                                0KK882                                RG-91 /U                                                             0.5



Communications Klystrons

TYPICAL OPERATION

Tube                                                        Resonator
Type                        Mode                     Voltage  (V)

Cathode
Cu,ren'

(rnA)

l]e'lec'Or
Voltage  (V)

nel
Mod
Sens

(MHz/V)

Ayg
Temp
Coeff*

(kHz/OC)

OKK754A          23/4                   750                  68              -280 to -350                  2.5                  40                  0.4                     5.0

QKK965             23/4                   750                   68              -280 to -360                   1.3                   35                   0.35

OKK1235           33/4                    750                   75              -450 to -550                   1.2                   40                   0.45                 10.0

*  Tested in QK1320A vapor cooling jacket over temperature range ot -30°C to +60°C

OK1320A  VAPOR   COOLING   JACKET -For  use  with   QKK755B,  QKK1288,  QKK1289,  QKK754A-759A,  QKK1235-1239
and  QKK833A.  With  11/2  W tubes a  maximum  frequency change  of 600  KHz  is specified  for  ambient  change  of -30°  to
+60OC.

External Cavity Klystrons

For  use  in  coaxial  cavities  for  CW or  pulsed  operation  over wide frequency ranges of an  octave or more.   Ideally suited
for  signal  generator  and  special   local  oscillator  applications.    Special  control  grid  permits  low  voltage  pulsed  opera-
tion.   Freely circulating  or forced  air cooling.   Long  life,  low  replacement cost.

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

Power
Oulpu'

(mw typ)
Refleclor

Transit  Mode

Resonator   Ftesonator
Voltage         Current

(V)                  (rnA)

Reflector
Ftango

(V)

Control
Gl.id

Cutoff (V)

Control
Grid

Vollago
(V)

6BM6                                       600-3800              50            13/4   2%   33/4            325          25            -20 to -355

6BM6A*                                  600-3800              50            13/4   2%   33/4            325          25           -20 to -355

RK5837*                                 600-3800              50            13/4   23/4   33/4            325          26            -15 to -575         -10         +10

RK5836*                               1600-6500              70            13/4   23/4   3%            300          25            -25 to -550         -10         +10

6BL6                                      1600-6500              70            13/4   23/4   33/4            300          25            -25 to -550

RK6133*                               1800-4000            100            23/4   33/4                      300          30            -50 to -250

2K28                                     1800-4000           loo           23/4   3%                     300          30            -50 to -250

RK6236/QKK1316*         3800-8000              60            2%                             1250          20          -140 to -375         -15         +12

RK5721                                 4000-11000            60            23/4   33/4   43/4          1250          20            -50 to -625         -15          +12

RK6390*                               6800-11000            60            33/4   43/4                   1250          20          -140 to -375         -15         +12

*  Recommended for pulsed applications.



Thermally Tuned Klystrons

For  remote  or  automatic  electrical  tuning  over  complete  frequency  ranges.   Coupling  directly  into  waveguide  through
suitable  transducers.    Freely  circulating  air  provides  cooling.    Low  replacement  cost.   Wide  use  in  automatic  search
equipment.

Frequency
Tube Type                       (MHz)

Power
Oulpu'

(mw Iyp)

Re8onalor
Voltage

(V)

Regonator
Cu„en'

(rnA)

Re'Iec'o,
VO''age

(V)

Elec.
Tuning
Range
(MHz)

Tuner                 Thermal
Power                   Tun]ng
Di§8.                        Time

(W)                       (se c)

2K45               8500-9660                  30                  300                  25                -65 to -145                    75                  7                  6

RK6116          8500-9660                  30                   300                   25                 -60 to -145                   loo                   8                   2

RK6940          8500-9660                   30                   300                   25                  -60 to -145                   100                   8                   2

Low Cost Local Oscillator Klyslrons

Low-cost,  long-life  integral  cavity  CW  reflex  klystrons.    Particularly  suited  for   local   oscillator   service   in   microwave
receivers,  spectrum  analyzers,  and  as  rf  source  for  test  purposes.   Tunable  over  wide  ranges  by  simple  mechanical
means.   Vernier or special  purpose electronic tuning  obtainable.   Usually  require  no  more  than  freely circulating  air for
cooling.   Probe output couples to coax or waveguide transducer.

Tube Type

Frequency
Flange
(MHz)

Power      Resonator     Resonator
Oulpul        Voltage          Current

(mw lyp)         (Vdc)           (rnA lyp)

l]e'lec'or
Voltage
(Vdc)

Electronic   Filament
Tuning        Voltage
(MHz)               (V) Design  Fealuie

RK5981           1245-1460              70          225            35         -45 to -145              5         6.3            Extended frequency cycling

726C               2700-2960            140         300            25         -45 to -165            35         6.3            Occasional frequency adjust.

2K29                3400-3960            110         300            25          -75 to -150            35         6.3            Occasional frequency adjust.

2K56                3840-4460            100         300            25          -85 to -150            35         6.3            Occasional frequency adjust.

2K22                4240-4910            115         300            25         -75to-235            35         6.3            0ccasionalfrequencyadjust.

RK6115A       5100-5900            100         300            25         -85 to -205            35          6.3            Occasional frequencyadjust.

RK5976          6200-7425            125         300            25         -75 to -250            35         6.3           Occasional frequency adjust.

2K25               8500-9660              40         300           25         -85 to -200           50         6.3           Occasional frequencyadjust.

Rugged Waveguide Klystrons
For use  in  radar applications where conditions  of shock,  vibration and sustained acceleration are encountered.   No spe-
cial  provisions are  ordinarily required for cooling.   The  waveguide  output  may  easily  be  fitted  with  gaskets  and  inserts
capable of insulating the tube from the coupling guide.

Tube                                 Fieq.
Type                                  (MHz)

Power
Output
(mw
'yp+)

Resonator
Voltage
(Vac)

Resonator
Current

(rnA)

Relleclor
Voltage
(Vdc)

Fl'amen'
Voltage

(V) Base

RK6312             8500-10000                   40                300                28                 -85 to -225                6.3               Flying Leads

OKK1022         9500-10900                125                350                35              -200 to-300                6.3               3Pin peewee



Local Oscillator and 100mw Transmitter Klystrons

Operate at 300 V or 400 V resonator voltage.   No cooling required  at 300 V.   Simple heat sinks are adequate for cooling at
400 V.   These tubes are also capable of  reliable operation  at  higher voltages for increased  power operation or at lower
voltages where specified voltage is not available.

Tunable
Frequency*

(MHz)

lv[ln.  Power Output (mw)
LOcal

TTan§mitlor
Tube Type                                               Coupling wavegulde                                         Ivlode

08cillator
Mode

4300-5000                                        QKK1313* *                                    WR-187                                                                                       30

5925-6425                                      QKK549                                         RG-50/ U                                     90                                      40

6200-7425                                      R K5976                                          RG-50/ U                                     90                                       40

6575-6875                                     a KK531                                         RG-50/ U                                    90                                      40

6875-7125                                       QKK532                                           RG-50/ U                                      90                                       40

7125-7650                                     0KK623                                         RG-50/ U                                    90                                      40

7125-7750                                       QKK752                                          RG-51 /U                                      90                                        40

7750-8400                                      0KK753                                         RG-51 / U                                     90                                      40

10700-11700                                     QKK826                                            WR-75                                            90                                         35

11700-12200                                     QKK869                                           WR-75                                            90                                         35

12200-12700                                    QKK822                                          WR-75                                           80                                       35

12700-13250                                     QKK877                                           WF`-75                                            75                                        30

*  Frequency range is greater than that shown for local oscillator (low power) mode to accommodate typical IF frequency separation.
**  For local oscillator service only

TYPICAL OPERATION

Tube Type                           Mode

Re8onalor
Voltage

(V)

Cathode
Cu,ronl

(rnA)
Refleclor Vollage

(V)

Power
Output
(mw)

Elec.
Tuning
(MHz)

Refleclor
Modulalion
Sen8I'M'y
(MHz/V)

Ayg
Temp
Coeff

(KHz/OC)

QKK531                  2%                   300V                   26              -200 to -280            150                   25                   0.5                   .14

33/4                   300V                  26                -70 to -150            100                   40                  2.0                   .14

QKK822                  3%                   400V                   37              -180 to -280            140                   35                   1.0                   .20

4%                  400V                  37                -60 to -160              80                  45                  2.0                  .20
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Rc[ytheon Company oHers extensive
experience in resec[rch, development
and manufacturing ol traveling wave

tubes for radar, I:CM and communica-
tion systems. These TWT's cover the

frequency rcmge from UHF through
millimeter.
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Traveling Wave
Tubes
Introduction

The traveling-wave tube
(TWT) is an electronic amplifying
device that c[ccepts a weak r-I
input signal cmd onplilies it mcmy
thousands ol times.  In this respect
it perloms the sc[me basic func-
tion c[s its principal competitors,
the triode, crossed field amplifier,
cmd klystron.  Unlike these other
tubes, however, the TWT can
amplify an r-I signal over an ex-
tremely wide frequency range.
Figure I shows a collection of
TWT's from Raytheon's product
line, including lc[rge UHF-Radar
tubes with power levels in excess
ol 200 kw, c[ 2 KW L-band CW TWT
with octave bandwidth, and a
variety of small ECM, rc[dc[r and
missile TWT's which represent
the state-o£-the-art in bandwidth,
power output and duty cycle
performance.

The bc[sic forln ol the TWT has
chcmged very little since its in-
vention by R. Komplner in 1944.
The tube, however, sc[w little
prQcticc[l utilization until the first
stc[ble TWT was developed by
J. R. Pierce and L. M. Field at
Bell Telephone Lc[boratories about
1945.  From 1945 to 1950 most of
the theoretical lundc[mentc[ls for
trcrveling wave tubes were lc(id
down at BTL c[nd c[t Stan ford
University.

This discussion Of traveling-wave
tubes wc[s whtten by Dr. Uwe-Tens
Pittack, mcmc[ger Of linear becm tube
development Of Raytheon's Micro-
wcrve cDid Power Tlibe Division.  Dr.
Pittack has extensive experience in
plc(smc[ physics, gc(s lasers, cnd spec-
troscopy as well as in the desigli cnd
development Of microwcrve tubes.  He
holds MS cnd PhD degrees in Physics
Iron the University ol Kiel, West
Germany.

Bell Telephone Laborc[tories
was interested in the TWT be-
cc[use of its potentic[l application
in the communicc[tion field. The
U.S. Ncrvy, on the other hand, was
interested in potential militc[ry
applications for TWT's in both
radc[r cnd I:CM, since the devel-
opment ol sophisticated decep-
tion and jc[mming techniques. An
effective anti-jamming rc(dc[r, for
instance, must be able to shift
frequency quickly and, il c[t all
possible, over c[ wide frequency
range, a requirement that TWT's
meet admirably.  In ECM systems,
the TWT's broadband capabilities
are needed to amplify widebcmd
noise or to deceptively re-trc[nsmit
the rc[dar pulse to offset the
rc[dc[r's frequency shift tc[ctics.

The TVVT is a most useful
cmplilier for communications
since it operates over wide fre-
quency ranges and can therefore
trc[nsmit c[ large number ol inlor-

Figure I.

motion channels simultaneously.
The quc(lity of this crmplilicc[tion
process, in terms ol basic signal
distortion parameters, is more
than adequate for most existing
communicc[tion requirements.

At the present time, more
and more military radclr c[nd elec-
tronic counter-mec[sure systems,
c[s well ci:s communication sys-
tems, c(re utilizing trcrveling-wcrve
tubes because of the ever increas-
ing demand I or higher power
levels , higher frequencies, and
wider bcmdwidths thc[t only the
TWT is able to meet successfully.
Figure 2 shows c[ group of missile
TWT's for c[pplication in the
SAM-D c[nd the Active Stcmdard
Missile (ASM). A modem octave
bandwidth I, I-band ECM TWT is
shown in Figure 3, and Figure 4
shows c[ TWT chc[in, consisting ol
c[ driver tube, isolator, and
output tube.



Figue 2.

Figue 4.

Figue 3.
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Trcrveling Wc[ve Title Basics
The amplif ication process

in a TWT is an interaction between
an electron beam and an I-i circuit
wove, both trcIveling at nearly the
sc[me velocity. This type of inter-
action prcx=ess, or exchange of
energy from moving electrons in
on electron beam to the propagc[t-
ing circuit wave, is common to
all microwave linear beam tubes.
Because of the continuous nature
of the electron slow wave struc-
ture used, the amplifying process
is an accumulative one, beginning
at the input of the TWT cnd con-
tinuing throughout the length
of the circuit until the output is
reached. The non-resonant struc-
ture of this interaction circuit,
in combination with the cumulative
interaction process, results in the
extreme wideband capability of
the TVI.

The basic elements of a TWT,
as shown in f`igure 5, are: ( I) an
indirectly-heated electron gun to
create a cylindrical electron bec[m.
(In this case the gun has a grid for
pulse operation); (2) An r-I slow
wave structure, in this case a
helical delay line, to provide an
e lec tromagnetic traveling wc[ve
for interaction with the electron
becm; (3) a focusing system to
keep the electron beam from
diverging and intercepting the
helix.  (In this case, c[ periodic
permanent magnet (PPM) system),.
and (4) a collector to collect the
spent electron beam.  (In this
case, a double depressed collector
in order to increase the overall
efficiency).  Figure 5 also shows the
schematic of the power supply
components necessary to operate
the TWT.  Figure 6 shows the actual
parts and subassemblies of a
typicalpulseTWThavingashadow
gridded electron gun and four
support rods.

I:lectron Becml F'ormation
The electron beam necessary

for the amplif ication process is
created in the electron gun, which
consists of a heater element that
indirectly heats a cathode of nor-
mally spherical geometry.  Hec[ters
are generally made of tungsten

I.igure 5.

Figure 6.

wire wound in a bi-filar fashion
to prevent heater created magnetic
I ields from interfering with the
electrons lecIving the cathode.
Heaters are also normally coated
with aluminum oxide to prevent
an electrical short with the cath-
ode itself.

The purpose of the electron
gun is to create an electron bec[m
with a circular cross-section hcrving
a certain electron density, and in
which all electrons preferably
hove a uniform velocity.  In most
traveling-wave tubes this is
c{chieved with the so-callecl Pierce



electron gun, which is based on the
electro-optical characteristics of
two concentric spheres, as shown
in F'igure 7.

The design of the Pierce
gun is derived from a spherical
diode. A core section is removed
from the diode, and an aperture
is placed at the point where the
electrons converge. To keep the
electron I low free of transverse
motion, the focus electrode is
shaped and placed so that it pro-
duces I ield lines along the beam
edge that are identical to those of a
closed spherically symmetric geom-
etry. The Pierce gun thus produces
a rectilinear electron I low through
an aperture.

Until recently, development
of a Pierce gun required the pains-
taking accumulation of experi-
mental data obtained primarily
through the operation of c[n elec-
trolytic tank.  Use of accurate high
speed computer progrcms has
now, for the most part, replaced
tedious tank design procedures.

Now let us examine the
inf luence of the anode aperture
upon the becm. The anode hole
acts as a diverging lens, with
the focal length depending on
the anode voltage. The conver-
gence of the electron beam when
entering the anode hole, and
the convergence after passing
through the anode entrance are
both very important parameters
in deterlnining the electron beam
minimum cross-section and posi-
tion, which in turn allows the proper
matching of the electron gun to
the PPM stack. The beam minimum
position c{nd the beam minimum
radius, or beam waist, are a func-
tion of the ratio of cathode to anode
radius and of the initial beam
radius at the cathode surface.
For instance, leaving the cathode
radius constant and moving the
anode closer to the cc[thode will
increase the diameter of the anode
aperture in order to pass the beam
through it, and will, in turn, shift
the beam minimum position
closer to the anode and increase
the minimum beam radius.  In
the opposite case , moving the
cmode further crway from the cath-
ode results in a smaller anode

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

hole, a smaller beam minimum
radius, and a beam minimum
position further away from the
anode. The basic Pierce-type gun
has been modif led over the years
to meet the requirements of mod-
em TWT's, which often use very
sophisticated electron gun and
grid conf igurations such as
shadow grid beam control or
dual mode operation.

A typical gun construction is
illustrated in Figure 8. The different
electrodes are stacked up together
with ceramic insulator rings and
then brazed. The basic operation
of the electron gun is as follows:
The heater is electrically insulated
from the cathode and can be
operated with either dc or ac cur-
rent. The cathode is normally at
negative voltage with respect to the
grounded TWI-body. The control
grid has a cut-off mode (where it is
negative with respect to the

cathode) and an operatin
(where it is positive with I

::--:::::.-::I.:::::

the cathede).
The function of the gri

to control the quantity of

¥:::hThT:I:sP::::irs:ghh±h#]:::
applying a I ixed negative bias
to the grid, which repels the neg-
atively charged electrons. The
electrons are thus ''cut-off" from
the anode so that no electrons
enter the aperture. The second
step applies a positive voltage to
the grid, opening the door for
the electrons to pass through the
grid and into the anode aperture. It
is the cmount of grid voltage (rela-
tive to the anode voltage) necessary
to allow a certain number of elec-
trons to pass through the anode
that determines the ' '44-parameter''
often referred to in TWT gun design.
There is alwcrys a certain amount
of cathode current intercepted on
the grid, normally around lo-15°/o .
This intercepted grid current can
heat the grid to on extent where
the grid stc{rts to emit electrons
itself or can even be damaged.

To prevent grid dcmage,
high power TWT's with high inter-
cepting grid cuITents operate with
so-called shadow grids, an iso-
metric view of which is shown in
Figure 9. The shadow grid is
located between the cathode and
the control grid, and is at cathode
potential. The control grid cnd the
shadow grid are geometrically
identical, and electrons trying to
cIVoid the shadow grid c[t cathode
potential will not intercept the
control grid.  Intercepting grids or
shadow grids are the most popular
methods of controlling the electron
beoni in pulsed TWT's, since they
allow control of the been with a
relatively low positive or nega-
tivevoltage.

Figure 9.



In the case of non-gridded
operation, the electron beam can
be turned on or off with the focus-
ing electrode or the anode. This
method is used in some CW TWT's.
However, a relatively high nega-
tive voltage with respect to the
cathode is required to turn the
electron beam off or on.  Some CW
tubes also apply a positive volt-
age to the anode during operation.
This positive voltage on the anode
prevents positive ions, which are
created in the slow wave structure
or the collector of the TWT, from
returning back into the gun area
and poisoning the cathode.

The electron gun, and espe-
cially its cathode, is the most
important element of a trcIveling-
wave tube since it is the dominant
intemally active element in the
tube and, in most cases, also the
life-limiting element.

Cathodes for I:lectron Guns
The requirements for modern

high reliability traveling-wc[ve
tubes demand cathodes capable
of high cathode current loading
combined with long life.  Best
results can be obtained by using
the following types of cathodes;
oxide-coated , nickel-matrix, coated
nickel-powder, and impregnated
tungsten. The recently developed
nickel-powder cathode (CPC ) is
a modif led and improved oxide-
coated cathode very well suited
for use in traveling wave tubes.

Oxide cathodes operate at
temperatures between 700-800°C.
The basic electron emitting mate-
ric[ls are barium and strontium
oxides.  Cathode current loadings
of up to 500 millicmps per square
centimeter in continuous operation
can be achieved with oxide
cathodes. The oxide cathode is
very sensitive to the quality of
the tube vacuum, and can easily
be poisoned by residual gas
perticles in the tube.

The impregnated tungsten
cathode is made of a porous
tungsten body which is impreg-
nated with barium and strontium
oxides. These impregnated (or
dispenser) cathodes can be
operated up to 10 amps per square
centimeter in continuous operation ,

and operate at temperatures
between lo80-1160°C. The impreg-
nated tungsten cathode is the most
rugged type of cathode c[vailable
since it cannot easily be poisoned
by residual gas in the tube vacuum.
However, the "dispensing" mecha-
nism of the emitter results in the
diffusion of cathode material onto
oth6r tube elements, and this
may limit tube life.

The CPC cathode is basi-
cally an oxide cathode, where the
oxide particles are ccxlted with
a nickel film and then processed.
This coating process results in c[
partly porous metc{l structure
which helps the cathode to operate
at higher currents, and at the same
time greatly increases its resistance
to poisoning effects. The operating
temperature of this type of cathode
is between 800-900°C, and cathode
current densities of up to I. 2 amps
per square centimeter can be
drawn continuously. The CPC
cathode is utilized in a family of
very high reliability, high power
radar TVI's, where it provides an
operating life of over 50, 000 hours.

Under normal operating
conditions, the life of a TWT is
limited by the life of the cc[thode.
The life of the cathode is, in turn,
limited by the operating tempera-
ture.  Higher current loading
requires higher operating tern-
perature, and thus shortens the
life of the TWT.  For example, a
TWT for satellite communication
system, where a very long life
of up to 10 years is required,
operates the cathode with a very
low current loading and a very
low cathode temperature. Typical
loading and temperature values
for a cathode in a satellite TWT
are loo milliamps per square
centimeter maximum at an operat-
ing temperature of 700CC.  On the
other hand, cathode for very short
life missile TWT's can be loaded up
to 10 cmps per square centimeter
because the life of the missile tube
is sometimes only a few minutes.

Most missile tube applica-
tions require a cathode with a
warln-up time less than 3 seconds.
These fast warm-up cathodes are
derived from regular cathodes
by making the operation very

efficient from a heat transfer
point of view, which can be done
by keeping the mass of the cathode
to an absolute minimum end by
careful selection of the materials
involved.

One basic design problem
associated with electron guns
lies in the fact that every electronic
component or device tends to
shrink in size with increasing
frequency of operation.  On the
other hand, there is an ever
increasing demand for higher
frequency which, in turn, results
in high power and current den-
sities.  For instance, let us compare
an S-band TWT with a Ku-band
TWT, both at the same r-I output
power level.  Since its operating
frequency is lower, the S-band
TWT has the larger r-I structure
which, in turn, results in a larger
electron beam.  In order to achieve
the sc[me r-f output power for
both tubes, the electron current
in the beam has to be the same.
To maintain the scme electron
current in the Ku-band TWT,
either the cathode loading or
current density has to be increased,
or the size of the cathode has to
be increased.  Both solutions have
their limitations.  A too high area
compression (ratio of cathode area
to beam area) will result in a low
quality electron beam which can
only be focused with great diffi-
culty.  Normally, area compression
ratios run between 10 and 30 to 1.
Area compressions in the I`ange
of 50 to loo to I c[re achievable,
but very difficult to realize.

I:lectronBecmF'ocusing
The electron beam is the prime

power source required for opera-
tion, and must be focused with
high transmission through the r-I
structure of the TWT.  If the electron
bec[m is not focused, the repelling
forces of the electrons will cause
the beam to diverge.  In any
focusing system, a minimum
I ield is required to keep the elec-
trons within a certain mcE[imum
distance from the tube's axis.  In
other words, the tendency of the
electrons to spread out due to
radialelectricfieldsmustbeexactly
balanced by the inward force of



the axial magnetic field. This
equilibrium condition is called
Bullouin I low.

There are basically two
schemes of conf ining the electron
beam, electrostatic focusing or the
more common magnetic focusing.
Two magnetic focusing schemes
are used -solenoid focusing and
periodic permanent magnet (PPM)
focusing.  Figures 10 and 11 show
an unpackc[ged PPM-focused pulse
TWT and a solenoid-focused C\V
tube respectively. The solenoid
focusing system ccm provide a
higher quality of focusing, but it
has the disadvantages that an
additional d-c power supply
is needed and that the volume and
weight are high when compared
with a PPM system.  In most cases,
also, a separate solenoid cooling
system must be provided.

Sol.enoid focusing is com-
monly used on high-power ground-
based TWT`s, where the total
eff iciency of the system is not as
critical as in, for instance, air-
borne or satellite applications.
There are two practical solenoid
focusing formats for TWT's: the
integral solenoid with coils of
wire or foil wrapped directly on
the TWT body, and the independ-
ent external solenoid, which
remains in the system.  For mobile
and marine radar systems, the
choice of solenoid format normally
fcIVors the integrc[l solenoid tube.
This is often only half as heavy and
requires less than half of the
focusing power of the external
solenoid combination.  On the
other hand, overall life cycle costs
for large multi-tube radars may
dictatetheuseofspeciallydesigned
solenoid modules which accommo-
date more than one tube.

F'or most modem TWT appli-
cations, the PPM system is the
preferred focusing scheme. There
c[re two basic PPM focusing struc-
tures, axial and radial, as shown
in Figure 12.  In both approaches
the TWT barrel is made up of pole
pieces and spacers , cnd represents
pc[rt of the vacuum envelope of
the tube. The radial locusing
scheme uses magnet segments
that are mounted to backing bars,
while the axial scheme uses split

Figure 10.

Figure 11.
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magnet rings. The required mag-
netic I ield on the axis of a well
designed TWT PPM-stack depends
upon the operating frequency and
the electron beam voltage and
current , which determines the
electron beam diameter.  (In
other words, the electron beam
peIveance.)

F'igure 13 explains a special
situation for octave bandwidth
TWT's, showing the limits for the

i___-==_
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most commonly used magnet
materials in the two different
kinds of PPM focusing structures.
F'or instance, a TWT with a center
frequency of 12 GHz and a per-
veance of 0. 3 can be focused by
using Alnico 8 magnets or any of
the other magnet materials shown.
A TWT with a center frequency of
12 GHz and a micropeIvecmce of
I. 5, however, can only be properly
focused by using sonarium cobalt



magnets. The principal advantc[ge
of the radial approach is that
lower energy product magnets
such as Alnico 8 can be used to
achieve higher magnetic I ields
than in an axial structure. This
advantage is somewhat offset
by the additional complexity of
the assembly and magnetization ,
and the lack of shunting area
when compared with an cKial
scheme.

It is obvious that the advent
of the new samarium cobalt and
other rare earth type magnet
materials has considerably
advanced the state-of-the-art of
TWT's.  One disadvantage of
samarium cobalt is its tempera-
ture sensitivity.  Heating up a
scmarium cobalt magnet for the
I irst time results in a certain irre-
versible loss , while consecutive
temperature cycles result only
in a certain reversible loss depend-
ing on the temperature.  If a TWT
has to operate over a wide tern-
perature range, compensators
hcIve to be used to minimize the
magnetic i ield change due to
reversible magnet loss. The quality,
or energy product, of samarium
cobalt magnets has reached such
a high level that the TWT design
limitations that were formally
found in the energy product of
the magnets are now found in
the pole pieces. This is because
the very high energy product of
the magnets tends to saturate the
TWT pole pieces so that the I ield
on the cnds of the TWT (in other
words , the effective magnetic
I ield which focuses the electron
beam) is limited by this pole piece
saturation.  Since TWT require-
ments are moving upward in
frequency and power, it can be
seen from Figure 13 that there
is a need for higher and higher
magnet energy products, since
an increase in TWT output power
means an increase in beam
peIveance.

Two basic PPMiocusing
structures for a coupled ccIvity
TWT are illustrated in Figure 14.
In one case the ccwity structure
and the iron pole pieces are com-
bined, forming the vacuum
envelope of the TWT. This scheme

Figure 13.
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brings the magnetic I ield closer
to the electron beam.  A portion
of the cavity walls are made from
iron that is copper plated to reduce
r-I losses.  In this conf iguration a
very high magnetic I ield can be
produced on the axis of coupled-
covity TVI`s.
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Collecting the Electron Becrm
After the electron beam has

passed through the r-I structure ,
the spent beam is allowed to
diverge into the collector. The
energy of the beam is transferred
into heat by the impact of the
electrons on the inner surface of
the collector. This transformation
creates most of the thermal prob-
lems in TWIT`s, since a proper heat
pc[th must be provided to conduct
the heat from the inner surface of
the collector to a heat sink.

The heat crec[ted by the
impact of the electrons on the
collector surface can be reduced
by collector depression, that is,
by operating the collector at a
potential intemediate between
ground and cathode.  Collector
depression decreases the impact
velocity of the electrons hitting
the collector surfc{ce, which in
turn results in less heat.  Since
depressed collector operation
transfers less beam energy into
heat, it therefore increases the
overall efficiency of operation.

The scheme of depressed
collector operation can be extended
to dual or triple stage collectors,
achieving overall efficiencies as
high c[s 60°/o.  Since electron back-
streaming out of the collector has
to be minimized, the slowest
electrons in the spent becm deter-
mine the practical limit for the
collector depression. Thus high
efficiency tubes, which normally
have a large amount of slow
electrons in the spent beam,
cannot be operated with collectors
where all electrodes have large
depression values.

Various schemes have been
suggested for velocity-sorting of
the spent beam to enable eff icient
collection of electrons with diHerent
velocities at electrodes with differ-
ent potentials.  Some schemes use
electrostatic fields, others resort
to magnetic forces, and still others
employ a combination of electric
and magnetic I ields for velocity
sorting. Two very common types
of dual stage collector geometries
are shown in Figure 15, the deep
bucket type and the straight
collector.  In both conf igurc[tions
the electrons enter c[ geometry

I,..,''(,,,,i,l,,,,,'!,,i,
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where the electrical I ield is appro-
priately shaped such that slow
electrons are collected close to
the entrance , while fast electl`ons
penetrate deeply into the decelerat-
ing I ield. The limit of collector
depression is reached when large
amounts of primary or secondary
electrons are returned to the
interaction space, essentially
retracing their original traj ectories
and causing heat dissipation
problems or interference with
electron interaction.

TWT Slow-Wove Stnictures
Thus far we have excmined

three basic parts of the TWT,. the
electron gun which creates the
electron beam, the focusing system
which guides the electron beam
through the slow wove structure,
and the collector which collects
the spent electron beam.

The TWT is a velocity syn-
chronous device. That is to scry,
interaction between the natural
electron waves on the electron
beam and the microwaves requires
that both of these wcIves travel at
nearly identical velocities. The
electron beam moves at a velocity
of between 0. I and 0. 4 times the
speed of light, depending upon
the design voltage of the tube.
Microwaves, on the other hand,
propagate at the speed ol light
unless they are fed into a propagat-
ing structure designed fo slow them
dcwn.  Hence the designation
slow-wave structure. With proper

becrm to microwave velocity
mating, wove growth and amplifi-
cation con take place.

There are basically two
types of slow-wove stluctures;
the helix and the coupled cavity,
both shown in Figure 16.  Several
other slow-wave stluctures have
been derived from these two
basic concepts and are used
successfully in special cxpplicc[tions.

The helix circuit is the most
useful, as it is able to produce
much wider bandwidths thcm any
other slow-wave structure.  Band-
widths of two octaves (4 : 1) have
been achieved with helix type
TWT's.  Many derivatives of the
helix circuit, such as ring-bar
and ring-loop structures, have
been developed. The ring-bar
circuit has the advantages of
higher coupling impedance (which
allows for greater efficiency) and
more effective backward-wave
oscillation suppression.  It has
the disadvcmtages of being more
dispersive (thus operating over
a narrower bondwidth) and
having higher resistive loss
per unit length.

The helix, however, is still
the optinum wide-band circuit.
Since helix geometry does not
involve large opposed metal sur-
faces, the stored energy per unit
length is lower than in any other
circuit. This means that the helix
circuit provides a mcximum cndal
electrical I ield for interaction with
the electron becrm, a prerequisite
for high conversion eHiciency.  A
drcrvback of this circuit, when
compared with the more massive

Figure 16.



coupled-cavity structure, is its
power handling capability.

The helix is made of either
molybdenum, tungsten, or copper
tape, and is supported inside the
barrel by rods made out of dielec-
tric materials such as alumina,
beryllia, boron nitride, quartz,
or, very recently, diamond. The
slow wave stlucfure is assembled
by mounting the support rods on
the helix and inserting this helix-
rod bundle into the TWT barrel.

Several types of assembly
techniques have been developed,
such as the triangulation technique,
where the TWT barrel is deformed
into a triangular shape and the
helix support rod bundle is slipped
into the barrel. When the pres-
sure on the barrel is released,
the barl`el springs back into the
round configuration, forming a
very tight compression I it between
the helix and support rods.  An-
other assembly technique is the
heat shrink method, where the
TWT barrel is placed in an oven
end heated to high temperature
so the D is expanded. The pre-
mounted helix and rod bundle
is then slipped into this expanded
barrel which shrinks tightly around
the helix support rod structure
when cool.  For extremely high
overage power TWT's, the support
rods are metalized and brazed
to the barrel and helix.

The coupled cavity slow-
wave structure, one of the most
signif icant developments in the
TWT field, uses basic woveguide
mode resonators coupled together
by means of ccpacitive or inductive
cpertures, as shown in Figure 16.
Originally these coupled cavity
structures provided a frequency
bandwidth on the order of 10-15% .
Recently, however, means hove
been developed to increase the
bandwidth to up to 40°/o and more.
The coupled cavity circuit has
small bandwidth when compc[red
with the helix, but has the advan-
tages of high power handling
capability and mechanical rug-
gedness.

The coupling element between
the cavities is the coupling iris.
Couplingfromonecavitytoanother
is done by the magnetic component

of the electro-magnetic trcIveling
wave.  As a result of this, the
passband of the coupled cavity
circuit becomes a function of the
coupling hole size. The larger
the hole, the wider the passband.
The drift tube for the electron becm
is provided by the re-entrant part
of the cavity, and its diameter
and length are determined by
the beam size and operc[ting
frequency of the tube. The coupled
cavity structure can be manu-
fclctured by machining half-cavity
sections and brazing them together
in a stack.  Cooling of the circuit
is provided by cooling channels
along the structure.  Even though
the coupled cclvity structure is
large compared with the helix,
the electron beam can still be
focused with a periodic permanent
magnet structure.

Other inportant parts of
the TWT circuit are the input and
output windows.  Depending on
the tube application and power
level, two r-I transitions used:
cocndal and woveguide. These
r-I input and output windows are
a very critical part of every TWI.,
since they have to fulf ill three
functions: they are part of the
vacuum envelope of the TWT,
they hove to provide a very good
match between the external loc[d
and the slow-wave structure
inside the TWT, and they must
hove power handling capability.
The most commonly used window
materials are alumina and beryllia.

The Amplification Process
Let us now examine what

happensiftheelectronbecmtravels
through a slow-wove structure in
synchronism with a sinusoidal
r-I signal applied to the TWT input.
The sinusoidal input signal trowels
along the helix structure in the
form of a traveling wave, provid-
ing an electric I ield component
parallel to the direction of the
electron motion.  Since the wc[ve
and the electrons trowel at neo[rly
the scme velocity, each electron
experiences a force, originated
by the electronic field, that travels
with the electron.  If this interac-
tion process is sustained over a
long period of tine, it is possible

to obtain very high crmplif ication
To understand this continuous
interaction process, visualize a
constant cmplifude traveling wave
of electric I ield as shown in Figure
17.  Positive E means that the force
(F) on an electron is to the left of
Figure 17, and negative E means
the force is to the right.  A unifomi
distribution of the electrons is
visualized, trcIveling at exactly
the scme velocity IV) and direction
as the wave.  If one now inagines
oneself as traveling with the wave
and the becm, it ccm be seen that
between A and C all electrons will
move to the right, and between
8 and C all electrons will move
to the left. Thus within one wave
period, from A to 8, there will be
a tendency for the electrons to
form a bunch at C. Similarly,
electrons in the half periods on
either side of A are moving away
from A, which causes an absence
of negative charge at A. The
process of bunch formation is
a cumulative one in that the longer
the eleetrons are subjected to the
field, the denser a bunch they form.
The charge density of the bunches
grows as the square of the distance
traveled from the input of the tube,
where the electrons are I irst sub-
jected to the field. 'The physical
picture of the bunching process
is also shown in Figure 17.

A bunched beam moving
inside an r-I circuit of the type we
are considering will, in turn,
induce a f ield on the circuit. The
function of the traveling-wcIve
tube cmplif ier is to extract energy
from the electron becm and tl`ans-
fer this energy into the circuit wave,
thus making it grow in cmpliutude.
This process is just the opposite
from that of a linear accelerator,
where the circuit wove energy is
e2ctl`acted and transferred into the
electron becm to accelerate the
becm electrons fo higher and
highervelcx=ities.

The interaction process
between the electron beam and the
slow wave structure as it has been
described so far does not give
the complete picture of the modes
of propagation that are possible
in this type of cmplifier.  Since the
modulation of the electron bec[m



Figure 17.

creates a changing electron den-
sity c[long the electron becm, space
charge waves are created.  In
additiontherearealsocircuitwc[ves
that trowel along the helix.  A cyl-
indrical electron becm surrounded
by a slow-wave structure, such
as a helix or coupled ccIvity cir-
cult, predominately supports two
space charge waves,. one with a
phasevelocitylessthantheaverage
electron velocity, and the other
with a phase velocity greater thou
the electron velocity. These two
space charge waves are called
the slow space charge wove and
the fast space charge wove respec-
tively.  I:ach apace charge wc[ve
has a group velocity equal to, and
in the same direction as, the elec-
tron k~ velocity.

In addition to the apace
charge waves, a helix troveling-
wave tube slow-wave structure
also supports two circuit waves.
One is tlicIveling in the direction
of the electron becm, and is called
the forward cil`cuit wave. The other,
trcIveling in the opposite direction
from the electron becm, is called
the backward circuit wc[ve.

The two space charge waves
and the two circuit waves are
called the modes of propagation.
These modes of propagation can
couple to each other. The space
chal`ge waves of the electron becm
can couple to one anothel`, or to
one of the two circuit waves.  In
a high power TWT the space
charge fields are quite intense,
causing the velocity of the two
space charge waves to be widely
separated.  As a result, the trowel-

ing circuit waves couple strongly
with one of the space charge
waves and only weakly with the
other.  A qualitative explanation
of the TWT interaction mechanism
between electron becm and circuit
wove may be given by considering
the interaction of these wc[ves
in pairs.  For instc[nce, the TWT
cmplification mechanism is bc[secl
on the interaction of the forwc[rd
cil`cuit wave with the slow space
charge wove, while the bc[ckward-
wave oscillator or cmplif ier relies
on the interaction of the bc[ckward
circuit wove with the slow spc[ce
chc[rge wove.

Helix TWT's, especially
those with higher becm voltages,
are often plagued by undesirc[ble
backward wcIve oscillations. These
oscillations are a serious linita-
tion in achieving higher r-I output
power levels.  Recently developed
fast-wove BWO suppression
techniques, which rely on a cer-
lain interc[ction of two propagating
modes in ol`der to cancel these
BWO oscillations, mcry help to
overcome the currently existing
output power limitations.

Other major instability prob-
lems associated with high power
broadband trcIvel ing-wave tubes
are forward wave oscillations and
resonant circuit oscillations.
Circuit instabilities generally c{rise
whenthepassbandoftheunwanted
oscillation mode is near the operat-
ing frequency band of the tube.
Since the oscillation modes become
higher in frequency as the circuit
dimensions decrease, special
attention has to be given to circuit
design dimensions in high fre-
quency, high power tubes. The
prevention of circuit oscillation
is generally a trade-oH with tube
gain and efficiency.

Forward wave oscillations
are of the regenerative type,
caused by ref lected energy
within the tube or by external
feedback mechanisms. To suppress
these oscillations, the impedence
matches at the input and output
end of the tube and the match
of the internal attenuator have to
be designed very carefully in
order to avoid the reflection of
excess energy that can stc[rt the

oscillation.  Oscillations can also
be carried extemally by inproper
shielding of a depressed collector,
or intemally by returning electrons
from the collector, which carry the
r-I information back to the input
of the fube.

There is one item not dis-
cussed so far that is also a very
important part of the slow wc[ve
srfucture in a TWT, the internal
attenuator.  An idecll TWT would
not require an internal atfenuator
since it would not hove any mis-
matches on input or output, or
intemally on the slow wcrve struc-
ture itself.  In the real world, these
various mismatches exist and we
have to provide an internal atten-
uator in ol`der to provide micro-
wave separation between the
input and the output.  Attenuators
are fabricated by coc[ting the
support rods in the helix TWT
with a thin lcryer of carbon that is
carefully matched in order not
to create any ref lections inside
the tube. These attenuators com-
pletely separate the input from
the output so that r-I infomation
is transmitted through the atten-
uator region by means of the
electron bern rather than by the
circuit wave.  A typical growth
of the r-f wove along the tube is
shown in Figure 18. Without an
internal attenuator, a TWT will
oscillate when the gain at the
tube exceeds approxinately 10 db.
The presence of such attenuators
has no signif icant effect on the
operation of a well designed TWT
except fo provide the desired
operating stability. The only drc[w-
back in incorporating an attenuator
is the additional length of tube
strucfurerequired.
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TVI Characteristics
With an understanding of the
interaction processes, let us now
examine what happens if we drive
the TWT with an r-I input signal.
At low r-I drive levels a faithful
reproduction of the input signal is
found at the output of the TWT,
except that there has been a con-
siderable increc[se in power. The
TWT c[mplif ier in this case is a
linec[r device, where the output
signal grows in direct proportion
to the cpplied input signal.  Above
c[ certain power level, however,
c[n increase in r-I input power will
no longer result in a corresponding
increase in outr>ut power. The
'IWT's cmplification process is

then said to be in saturation.  If we
cpply even more input power to
the TWT beyond the saturation
level, the outout power will actu-
ally start to decrease. This typical
gain characteristic of the TWT can
be seen in Figure 19.

The greatest advantage of
the TWIT in comparison with other
microwave tubes, is its extremely
wide bandwidth capability.  How-
ever, there is c[ limitation to the
wide band ccpabilities of the TWIT
due to the dispersive nature of the
helix structure.  In order to make
the interaction process between
the trcIveling r-I wave and the
electron beam the most efficient,
the electron becm velocity is ad-
justed to be about loo/o faster than
the r-I wc[ve at midband frequency.
from this midband design point,
the phase velocity of the r-I wove
changes, and the wove and beam
start falling out of synchronism.
Figure 20 explains this TWI' char-
acteristic for both the wideband
helix and the narrow band coupled
cc[vity structure.  It can be seen that
the phase velocity of the helix cir-
ouit deviates less from the midband
velocity than the phase velocity
of the coupled cavity circuit. The
de-synchronization of wove and
electron beam results in a less
efficient interaction, becouse the
electron bunches are not tight
and have the tendency to fall
cxpart, with a resulting loss in
efficiency and r-I output power.

Another bandwidth limit-
ing effect is due to the variation

Figure 19.
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of the coupling impedance over
wide frequency bands. The coupl-
ing impedance hc[s to be as high
as possible in order to achieve
an efficient TWT interaction proc-
ess.  In an octave bandwidth TVlT,
the coupling inpedance can vary
by a factor of 10 between the low
and the high frequency end. The
effect of the de-synchronization

between wove and becm and the
change in coupling impedance
upon the output versus input
power characteristic can be seen
in Figure 21. Three different curves,
for mid, low and high frequency
are shown.  It cc[n be seen that the
saturated output power is highest
at midbcmd and lowest at the high
frequency end.  It can also be seen
that a certain specif ied output
power level can only be achieved
over a certain drive range, since
thegainoftheTWTdropssharply
when approaching the high
frequency end.

TWT Eff iciency
Thus far, we hove discussed

the gain and outout power char-
acteristics of TWT's. There is
anotherveryimpor,tantfubeparcm-
eter, the efficiency, which involves
the energy conversion process
between the electron becm and
the circuit wove.

There are three steps in the
process of converting the dc energy
of the power supply to the r-I out-
put power of a traveling-wove
tube. The electron beam is first
accelerated to a specif led level
of kinetic energy. Next, the electron
energy is converted to circuit
energy.  In this step, the r-I signal
to be cmplif led produces in the
slow-wave structure a growing
trcIveling wove that interacts with
the electron becm. The electron
becmi becomes modulated so that
a part of its kinetic energy is con-
verted into r-I energy.  Finally,
the kinetic energy of the spent
becm is reduced by depressing
the collector potential below
that of the slow wave structure.
The electrons are decelerated
and the becm is collected at a
lower potential. The resultant
powersc[vingprovidesadditional
effic iency enhancement.

It is possible to optinize the
design of a traveling-wove tube
for maximum efficiency.  However,
cm optinum eff iciency design
cannot alwcrys be c[chieved in
combination with all other require-
ments, such as power, bandwidth
and frequency.  As with any
design parcmeter, certain trade-
oHs must be considered. A highly



efficient tube, for excmple, requires
a high peIveance, low conver-
gence gun (which is, in itself, most
difficult to obtain).

With reapect to improving
TWT efficiency, several methods
have been devised to ovel`come
a basic linitation of traveling-
wave tube interaction. This limita-
tion is the loss of synchronism
betweencircuitwovevelocityand
overage becm velocity in the final
stage of the interaction.  At large
signal levels the power extraction
from the electron becm, and con-
sequently the becrm's overage
velocity reduction, becomes so
largethattherequiredsynchronism
between circuit wave and becmi is
no longer maintained.  It is there-
fore possible to improve the effi-
ciency by re-synchronizing the
becm and circuit at lcmge signal
levels.  One method is to reduce
the phase velocity of the circuit
wave along the axis at the same
rc[te that the overage becm veloc-
ity is reduced at the output end of
the tube. This circuit phase velocity
tapering can be applied contin-
uously if the slow wave structure
is a helix circuit, or in several
steps in a coupled cavity stmcture.
Velocity reduction in a helix TWT,
for instance, can be achieved by
reducing the circuit pitch. The
effect of a single-step reduction
in helix pitch is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22.

TWT Signal Quc[lities
We have seen that the TWT

is able to cmplify a given signal
over an octave frequency range
or more, with gain of up to 70 dB
and efficiencies of up to 50°/o .  Next
let us consider possible signal
distortions.  A very high signal
quality is required for TWT's in
communication systems.  Most
signal distortions are related to
phase shift phenomena and the
creation of harmonic signals in
the TWT, and both are the result
of a non-linear behavior at large
signal levels.

A TWT slow wave structure
has a circuit phase length that is
marty wavelengths long. This is
illustrated in Figure 23A.  h an
actual helix TWT the circuit can
be several tens of wavelengths
long, and there are, of course, a
larger nulnber of wavelengths on
the circuit with increasing fre-
quency of operation.  F'igure 23B
shows the linear relationship be-
tween the phase length of the tube
and the increase in operating
frequency, showing that with
increasing frequency the phase
length is increasing. The TWT
circuit in a tube is not a perfect
circuit and therefore does not show
a linear dependency of phase
length and frequency. The inper-
fections on a helix circuit, such as
pitch variation or attenuator dis-
continuity, lead to mismatches and
wave reflections which corse the
phase length to vary as shown in
Figure 23C . These perturbations
are more or less pronounced
depending on the cmount of inter-
nal ref lections and the gain of the
tube. The result at the output end
of the TWT is a change in phase
length that in fum results in a
gain ripple across the band, as
shown in Figure 23D.

Another factor that influences
the phase length of the TWT is
the becm voltage.  A small change
in becm voltage can cause a con-
siderable phase change due to
the fact that the helix circuit con-
tains such a large number of wove-
lengths. This dependency is shown
in Figure 24 for two different TWT
types. The beam voltage causes
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the largest contribution to the
phase shift, but is not the only
voltage that can couse phase
variations. Voltage variations
such as the grid voltage in a pulse
TWT or the anode voltage in a CW
TWT can cause the becm current
to f luctuate and also cause phase
shift.



Another parcmeter that effects
the phase characteristic is the
change in input drive power level.
The drive power level directly
effects the velocity distribution of
the electron bunches and therefore
result in a phase change. This
phase change can be seen as a
relative phase shift when compar-
ing the input phase with the output
phase of the TWT. This relative
phase shift is small in the small
signc[l region of the tube and grows
as the saturation level is ap-
proached. This is to be expected,
since the greatest velacity change
of the electron bunches occurs in
the large signal area, which in
turn results in the strongest effect
on the phase shift. A typical phase
shift curve versus input power is
shown in Figure 25, in comparison
with the output power vel`sus input
power. Typical phase shift occurs
at a rate of 3-50/dB change of input
power when the TWT is operating
in the linear region.

Phase shift in TWT's leads to
AMPM conversion, which is the
ratio of cmplifude modulation to
phase modulation. Any amplitude
modulation that is imposed on the
input signal will also appear on the
output signal, and is accompanied
also by phase modulation. A typi-
col AMPM curve versus input
power level is shown in Figure 26.
It can be seen that the maximum
AM/PM conversion normally oc-
curs about 6 to 7 dB below
saturation.

It was pointed out before that
the TWT is a non-linear cmplif ier,
and that its non-linec[rity increases
when approaching saturation. This
leads to two other unwonted
phenomena, halmonic signals and
intermodulation distortion. Har-
monic signals, which are fre-
quency multiples of the funda-
mental signal to be amplified, are
generated with increasing cmpli-
tude when the TWT is operated in
the non-linear region. In the small
signal region, the harlnonics are
negligible. The harmonic power
generated can sometimes exceed
the fundcmental power, and the
tendency to generate harmonics is
strongest at the low frequency end
of a wideband TWT. The genera-

Figure 25.

Figure 26.

tion of harmonic power, especially
second hamonic power, is gen-
erally an unwonted effect. How-
ever, if harmonic power is intro-
duced with the r-I signal at an
appropriate phase and cmplitude,
the efficieney of the TWT can be im-
proved. This process is called har-
monic injection, and is basically
a cancellation process where the
injected harmonic signal is 180°
out of phase with the halmonic
signal created by the non-linear
behavior of the TWT. 'Ihe result of
halmonic injection is an increase
in fundoniental outout power of
the TVVT end a decrease of har-
monic power output. h a broad-
band TWT, this injection process
is only important and effective at
the low frequency end, since only
the harmonic frequency of the low
end frequencies lies inside the
cmplification bcmd. The effect of

Figure 27.

Figure 28.

a properly adjusted halmonic
injection method on an octave
bandwidth TV\IT can be seen in
Figure 27.

Another unwanted effect,
created by the non-linear behavior
of the TWT, is intermodulation dis-
tortion. The intermodulation proc-
ess takes place when two or more
signc[ls are amplif led simultane-
ously, resulting in intermodulation
products that are displaced in fie-
quency on the high and low side
of the original carriers. The power
level of these intermodulation
products depends upon the drive
level of the TWT, or, in other words,
on the degree of the non-linearity
of the power output versus drive
curve.  For the case of two equal
crmplifude carriers, the intermodu-
lation distortion is shown in
Figure 28. In order to avoid
excessive intelmodulation products ,



which is of great inportance for
communication TWT's, the tube
has to be operated in the small
signal region. The supression of
excessive intermodulation products
ccm be done by a method sinilar
to the harmonic injection process.
Again, a signal which is 180° out of
phase and has the proper clmpli-
tude can be injected at the Ire-
quencies of the intelmodulation
products. A reduction in the inter-
modulation power level will permit
operation of the TWT closer to
saturation with higher useful
conversion effic iency.

h addition to signal distortions
and harmonic power genero[tion,
there is also noise generated by the
IV\7I This noise is brcxldbc[nd, or
white, noise and is generated by
therlnal velocity distributions,
becm fluctuations, and current
distributions on the delc[y line. The
measure of noise contributed by a
given TWT is called its noise I igure,
which is the ratio of the signal to
noise ratio at the input compared
with the signal to noise ratio at the
output.  Low noise TWT's hove a
noise figure of less than 10 dB;
cornmunicc[tion TWT's with low
temperature cathodes have a noise
I igure of 20 to 25 dB, while TWT's
with high temperature impreg-
noted tungsten cathodes have
noise figures of 35 to 40 dB.

Present Stc[telol-the-Art
in TVIT,s

Over the years the TWI' tube
type fcmily has grown extensively
in reaction to given system re-
quirements.  It is difficult to make
up charts that clearly show the
state-of-the-art of all TWT's with
reapect to outout power, frequency,
gain, efficiency, etc. With some
simplifications, however, certain
groups of TWT's can be discussed
and the state-of-the-art of these
groups can be shown.  It is con-
venient to divide the tubes into
coupled-cavity TWT's and helix
TWT's, end then group them to-
gether according to their applica-
tion, such as I:CM, radc[r, or
colrmunications.

F'igure 29.

Figure 29 shows the basic
members of the helix TWT fc[mily.
h this fcmily we hc[ve the pure
helix TWT and also those TWT`s
which are derived from the helix
circuit, such as folded helix TWT's,
ring bar, or ring loop structures.
Helix TVIT's can be subdivided ac-
cording to their mode of operation,.
CW, pulse, end dual mode.

The CW group of helix tubes
starts out with the low noise tubes.
These tubes cover the frequency
range from one to forty GHz and
operate over an octave bandwidth
with power levels between one
and one hundred mw. The tubes
hove wide dynoniic range and, of
course, a noise figure that is c[s
low as possible.  Noise figures of
7 dB cc[n be achieved in the 4 to 8
GHz frequency range, but as fre-
quency increases, the noise I igure
also increases. A low noise TWT

in the frequency range from 18 to
26 GHz has a noise I igure of c[p-
proximately 18 db.  Low noise
TWT's are usually PPM focusecl
and conduction cooled. Their
major application is in preen.npli-
I iers for I:CM systems, communica-
tion systems, and related types
of applications.

The CW low-power TWT
group has its major application as
driver tubes for high power ECM
TWT's or in communication appli-
cations.  Most of the TWT's used in
satellite communication systems
are low power CW tubes of I to
20 watts, with power outputs of
20 watts c[t X-band and 4 watts at
30 GHz.  Low power CW tubes are
able to cover an octave frequency
range if the application is in ECM,
or a smaller band if the applica-
tion is in a communication system.



Most are PPM focused and conduc-
tion cooled. Tubes of this type for
satellite communications are avail-
able with lifetimes exceeding
10 years.

The next category of CW tubes
is the medium power TWIT group.
Tubes in this group hove power
output levels between loo and
500 watts, depending on their
frequency of operation. They are
used mostly as I inal arnplif iers for
high power noise in ECM systems.
These tubes normally cover an
octave bandwidth and have wide
dyncmic ranges. The state-of-the-
art in this group is around 200
watts in I, J band, with higher
power levels available at lower
frequencies.  Medium power TWT's
are PPM focused and conduction
cooled. The state-of-the-art is
shorn in Figure 30.

High power CW TWT's, from
500 watts and up, are also used in
I:CM systems. These tubes are
solenoid focused and liquid cooled
in order to handle an electron
becm that can produce power
levels of up to 2 kw CW (Figure 31).
The state-of-the-art for these tubes
is also shown in Figure 30.

It can be seen from Figure 30
that the higher power tubes are
solenoid focused, and also that the
eff iciency of these tubes drops with
increasing frequency. The ex-
pected future state-of-the-art for
these tube categories is shown with
a dashed line.

On the other side of the helix
tube family is the high-power pulse
TWT. This type can be broken
down into three groups,. the high-
power octave bandwidth TWT, the
high-power narrow band TWT,
and the very-high-power narrow
band TWT. The high-power pulse
TVIT with octave bandwidth cover-
age is able to achieve peak power
levels between I and 3 kilowatts.
This tube is generally PPM focused
cmd conduction cooled, and its
major application is in deception
ECM systems. The narrow-band
version of this octave bandwidth,
high power tube was developed
for radar and missile applications.
Since these Twr's do not have to
cover a full octave bandwidth, the
peak power level can be extended

Iha
u=

I.igure 30.

Figure31.

Figure 32.



up to 5 kilowatts.  Ring bar and ring
loop circuits are also included in
this category. These tubes are con-
duction cooled and PPM focused.
The state-of-the-art for high-power
pulsed helix TWT's is shown in
Figure 32.  It can be seen that this
hibe type has a decreasing
efficiency and duty cycle with in-
creasing frequency.  Predictions
on output power with frequency for
this tube group are shown in
Figure 32 by a dashed line.  Some
typical pulse TWT's are shown in
Figure 33.

Another important group of
pulse TWT's is the very-high-power
TWIT with output power levels from
10 to 300 kilowatts (Figure 34).
These tubes utilize ring bar or ring
loop circuits, and are solenoid
focused. They have been devel-
oped to meet the stringent phase
stabilityand30,000hourMTBF
reliability requirements of very
large arrc[y-type systems. Their
bandwidth, gain, and efficiency
hove made them directly applica-
ble to sophisticated shipboard and
transportable system s.

Certain ECM systems require
both CW noise output power and
high peak pulsed power for decep-
tion service. This requirement has
been accommodated in the past by
using ''chains" of tubes. The princi-
pal dual mode chains are shown in
Figure 35. There are basically two
types of chains.  The first uses a
CW TWT and a pulse TWT in
parallel, combined in a hybrid.
The other uses a CVV TWT in series
with, and isolated from, a tl`ans-
parent TWT that has a gain of
only 10 db.

In order to avoid the com-
plexity of these dual mode chc[ins,
attempts are under way to develop
a single helix-type TWT that is
capable of running in the CW
mode and also in the pulse mode.
This so-called dual mode TVVT re~
quires 3 signif icant new develop-
ments: First, a slow wave circuit
that offers octave bandwidth cover-
age in both the CW and the pulse
mode.  Second, an electron gun
which, thl`ough low voltage
changes, can provide an electron
becmthatcanbefocusedefficiently
at the two greatly different beam

I.igure 33.

F'igure 34.

current levels required for dual
mode operation. And third, a 10 db
pulse-up capc[bility.

I:ven though a 10 db pulse-up
capability seems to be required, at
the present state-of-the-art the in-
dustry can supply only 3 db
pulse-up TWT's.  For instance, the
state-of-the-art in octcIve band-
width coverage in G, H-band for
dual mode operation is presently
150 watts cw cnd 300 watts pulsed.        Figure 35.

Pulse-up ccpability and power
level increase with decreasing
frequency.  ha the frequency range



from 2 to 4 GHz, 4 db pulse-up
capability from 400 watts CW to
a kilowatt pulsed is available.
Dual mode TWT's with a 10 db
pulse-up ccxpability c[re expected
to be available in three to four
years.  h the meantime, the dual
mode chain is still very attractive
to systems designers. The state-
of-the-art in dual mode chains can
be characterized by tubes in the I,
J-band frequency region which
hove a pulse-up capability of
10 db running at power levels of
I kilowatt to 10 kilowatts.

The coupled cavity TWT fcmily
can be divided into three major
groups: PPM focused, solenoid
focused CW, and millimeter, as
shown in Figure 36.  In comparison
with the helix TWT, the coupled
cavity tube is generally hecIvier
and bigger and also runs at con-
siderably higher been voltages,
which makes the power supply
more complex. The coupled cavity
TWT is restricted in bandwidth,
even though 40 to 50°/o bandwidths
hcIve been achieved.  On the other
hand, the coupled cavity TWT is
able to handle much higher
average power than the helix tube.
Coupled cavity tubes are used in
I:CM systems, airborne radar sys-
terns, ground-based satellite com-
munications stations, and, in gen-
eral, in almost every type of I`adar,
ECM, or communication system.

Figure 37 shows the state-of-
the-art for PPM fooused, coupled
cavity Twr's.  For the application
of this TWT it is important to hove
available both c[s much peak
power and as much overage
power as possible. The curves in
Figure 37 are shown for extremely
high becm voltages, 60 to 70 KV.
If the becm voltage on this type of
coupled cavity TWT is lowered,
the output power versus frequency
curve shifts in the direction indi-
cated by the arrows.

The stc[te-of-the-art for C\V
coupled cavity TWT's that are
solenoid focused is shown in
Figure 38.

The state-of-the-art for the third
group of coupled cavity TWT's, the
millimeter tubes, has been ad-
vanced considerably over the last
few years. These coupled cavity

Figure 36.

F'igrue 37.

tubes have been built at 150 GHz
with peak power levels Of over
I kilowatt, and at loo GHz with
I kilowatt of averc[ge power.

The Future
There are several areas in

which the state-of-the-art of helix
TWT's will be advanced in the near
future. These advances will be
achieved by using new ideas and
technologies developed at
Raytheon.  For instance the Fast
Wc[ve BWO Suppression technique
will allow the designer to push the
high power pulse, octave band-
width TWT's into the 10 KW output
power range in I, J-bc[nd.

Figure 38.

New helix support matel`ials
such as dicmonds will create high
average power and CW TWT's
with octc[ve bandwidths and output
power levels of several KW CW
in J-band and several hundred
watts CVI/ in K-band.

The pulse up performance of
dual mode TWT`s will be improved
to 10 db and move over octave
frequency ranges with dual mode
TWT's presently under develop-
ment at Fkytheon.

Inquiries about these develop-
mental tubes should be directed
to Flaytheon Company, Microwave
Tube Operation,  190 Willow St. ,
Walthcm, MA 02154.



Broad Band TWT Amplifiers

Peak                                Max.                               Min.
Tube                                                        Freq.                                         Power*                              Duty                              Gain                                                                      Modulating

Band                                           Type                                                     (a Hz)                                          (kw)                                ( %)                              (db)                               Focu§ing                   Electrode

L (D, E)                      QKW1643                         1.45-2.55                         1.7                      CW                       30                          SOL                     MA

S  (F, a)                     QKW1633                         2.7  -5.4                           1.0                        3.0                     40                         PPM                    IG

QKW1634                          2.7  -5.4                           8.0                         3.0                      10                          PPM                     IG

X (I, J)

®

0

QKW1600                           7.0   -11.0                          20.0                         5.0                       10                           SOL                      NIG

QKW1704                           7.0   -11.0                            3.0                       10.0                      60                          'PPM                      NIG

QKW1784                          7.0   -11.0                           5.0                         4.0                      50                          PPM                    NIG

QKW1458                           7.0   -12.0                             1.5                          2.0                      40                           PPM                     IG

QKW1734                          7.0   -12.0                            2.5                         2.0                      60                          PPM                     IG

QKW1389                          7.4   -12.0                            2.5                         4.0                      10                           PPM                     IG

QKW1652                           9.1   -9.9                            2.5                         1.5                       60                           PPM                     IG

QKW1668                         8.0   -16.0                            2.0                         4.0                      45                          PPM                     IG

®KW1810                          8.0   -18.0                            i.5                         4.0                      50                           PPM                     NIG

*Specification  minimum  value

Modulating  eleclr®de:

lG -intercepting  grid
NIG -non-intercepting  grid
MA -modulating  anode

Focusing:

PPM -periodic  permanent  magnet
SOL -solenoid

High Power TWT Amplifiers

Peak                                                    Pulse                   Min.                 Beam               Beam                                               Nom.
Tube                                    FJeq.                      Power*                   Duly                    Width                  Gain              Voltage          Current              Length                Dia.                 Weight

Band                                  Type                                     (GHz)                         (kw)                      Cycle                    (Lisec)                   (db)                    (kv)                    (A)                        (in.)                    (in.)                    (Iba.)

UHF (B)          QKW163©             0.42-0.48            240               .05                 500               40               41                16               128               10               350

L (D)                 QKW1518             1.2  -1.4              160               .036               200               45               40               13                  74               10               110t

QKW1671A          1.2   -1.4               160               .036               200               45               40               13                  75               12               240

QKW1815             1.25-1.4              200               .034               100               46               43               16                 75               12               260

QKW1593             3.1   -3.5              125               .02                 500               50              40               12                 55               15               120

*Specification  minimum  value

+Plus solenoid

NOTE:   Heater  power,  all  types,110  watts
Integral  solenoid  all  types  except  QKW1518,  external

The rc(tings and descriptions given represent only solne of the currently
c(vc(ilc[ble, non-classified types.

11 your specific requirements c(re not found in these listings, plectse contact your nearest
Rcrytheon Sales OHice.





LOW a MEDIU
powEnTWT.

Raytheon now offers the complete RCA
line of low and medium power TWT's,
including loop tubes and miniaturized

TWT's, to meet a wide variety of ECM and
communications applications.

RAYTHEON



Low & Medium
Power TWT's

As cm addition to its long-
established capc[bilities in
higher power TWT's, Raytheon
now oHers the complete RCA line
ol low and medium power TWT's,
including loop and miniaturized
tubes. These TWT's are specili-
cally designed to meet a wide
vc[riety ol ECM and communica-
tions applications, and are
backed by complete engineering
cnd production lc[cilities devoted
exclusively to these tubes.

Minichurized TWT's
The Raytheon line of minia-

turizedTroveling-Wove-Tubes
(MINI-TWT`s) , incorporates
scmc[rium -cobalt magnets and
features outstanding perfomance
as well as small size and weight.
Volumes are as low as 3 cubic
inches and weights are as low as
7 ounces.  Intended for airborne
applications as amplif iers in EW
Systems, where size and weight
are critical considerations,
Raytheon MINI-TWT's provide 10
to 50 watts of RF power output in
the frequency range of 2. 5 to
18 GHz and have bandwidths
greater than one octave.

The miniature tubes use de-
pressed collector operation for
improved overall DC-to-RF
eHiciency, cnd have a conduction-
cooled heat sink.  Specif ically de-
signed for side-by-side operation
with minimum interaction be-
tween adjacent tubes, they are
perticularly suited for applica-
tions in phased-array systems. A
typical tube has a cross-section
only one-half inch in width and
one inch in height, including the
RF coupler housing.

Raytheon has made a major
effort to obtain improved relichil-
ity, thermal stchility, cmd tube-to-
tube consistency in the MNI-TWT
line. This includes the ability to

obtain full DC-to-RF operation
without noticechle power fade
even at the 30-watt RF power
output level.  Such capability is
achieved with only a modest
cost increase (in production
qucmtities) over standard
traveling-wove tubes.
LcOp Tdes

Traveling-wave tubes for
loop-memory subsystems must
provide RF storage capability
while operating with the re-
quired passive delay compo-
nents in the feedback loop. To
accomplish this, it is necessary for
the trcIveling-wave tube to meet
the following prerequisites:

1 . PI`oduce small-signal gain
contour which comple-
ments the delay line loss.

2. Maintain excess gain
spread and gain contour
with temperature variation
over operating environ-
ment.

3. Provide storage operation
over the memory period
with ±5% vc[riation in helix
voltagec[nd±5°/ovariation
in collector voltage , over
the normal range of tern-
perature variation.

4. Meet the requirements
mentioned above over a
wide input pulse power
I`ange.

5. For the in-line loop, meet
the specif ic system inter-
face characteristics c[s an
cmplif ier between the in-
put end I inal trcIveling-
wave tubes in the chain as
well as RF storage.

Raytheon offers a wide variety of
both ''in-line" and `'off-line"
traveling-wave tubes that meet
these requirements.

MCEior Application Arec[s
ECM Systems: Raytheon

specializes in providing traveling-
wove tubes for the low-level input
cmplifier stage , recirculating rf
memory (loop) stage, and the
driver stage of electronic counter
measure systems. Raytheon
medium-noise traveling-wave
tubes meet the diverse and op-
posing requirements of low noise
and wide dyncmic range for the
input amplif ier stage of ECM
systems. These tubes cover the
L-Ku frequency band and hove
noise i igures from approximately
12 to 20 dB. Where desircfole,
tubes ccm be prepackaged with
delay lines, power dividers, and
integral power supplies as com-
plete subsystems.

Communications Systems:
Recent developments in X and Ku
common caITier and Community
Antenna Distribution systems
have led to the production of a
fcmily of 10-and 20-Watt com-
munication TWT's. These tubes
incorporate the latest design
advcmces to assure long life and
reliability at an economical price.

Subsystems: Rcrytheon con
provide solid-state power sup-
plies (designed to MIL-E-5400)
integral with traveling-wcIve
tubes or as separate units. The
power supplies can be either of
the field or depot repairable form,
depending on the application.
Controlling the interface between
the traveling-wove tube and the
power supply can reduce the
total cost for the system and/or
result in improved tube per-
foITnance.  Power alaITn and
monitoring circuits can be cus-
tomized to your specif ic needs
with quick reaction capcfoility.

Typical Operating Characteristics
of Loop Tubes

P®rformanc®     Frequency
Mode                  Barid                    Storage T[m®                          Power I.ev®l                    SS Gain

ln-Line             S            5 „sec approx.
In~Line              C             5 prsec approx.
In-Line             X             5 #sec approx.
In-Line         X-Ku         5„secapprox.

`1-4W                    35dB
100mw-1/2  W         40dB
100mw-1/2  W          40dB
1/2  W                               60dB



Miniaturized Traveling-Wave Tubes

Rayiheon
Type

Number

Replaces
RCA
Type

Frequeilcy
Range
GHz

I]F  Ou'pul
Saluraled

W

Cain
Small
Signal

dB
Vollage           Current
VA

Col'eclo,

Voltage             Current
VmA

Voltage            Current
VmA

r)

®

QKW1930             A1485
QKW1931              A1483
QKW1932             A1464
QKW11934              A1481

0KW1935            A1487
QKW1936             A1465
0KW1937             A1484
0KW1938             A1478
0KW1939             A1486
QKW1940             A1480
0KW1941              A1497

2.6-   5.2

4.0-   8.0

5.0-10.0

5.2-10.4

7.0-17.0

8.0-16.0

8.0-18.0

8.0-18.0

10.4-18.0

11.0-18.0

4.6-   5.4

NOTES:      1.   All   tubes  ceramic  metal   construction.      2.   BF  connectors,   all   tubes:   SMA.      3.   Tubes   normally  furni.shed  with   flyi.ng   leads.      4.   All   tubes   periodic-per

P-Phased  Array.     E-ECM.

Medium-Power Traveling-Wave Tubes (low and above)

Raytheon
Number

Replaces
RCA
Type

Froqu®ncy
Range
GHz

Gain
FIF  Output           (Small           Noise

(Salulal®d)         SIgnal)          Figure
W                       dB                  dB

Voltage         Curreiil
VA

Collec'o,

Voltage               Current
VmA

Vollago             CurTen`
VmA

23

NOTES:      1.  All  tubes  periodic-permanent-magnet  focusing.      2.  Tubes  normally  furnished  with  flying   leads.

LOW-Power Traveling-Wave Tubes (9.9 watts and less)

Replaces
FtcA
Type

F.equency
Rengo
GHz

IIF  Ou'pu'
Saturated

W

Gain
(Sin.II             Nol®O
SIgnal)          Figure
dBdB

Voltage            Current
VmA

QKW1903             A1381

0KW1904             A1384
QKW1923             A1310

QKW1927             A1468*

QKW1926             A1358
QKW1905             A1382*
OKW1906             A1385
0KW1916             A1360*
OKW1929             A1379
QKW1919              A1438*

OKW1907             A1383*

QKW1908             A1386
QKW1920             A1476*

Ql(Wlg18             A1360V2
QKW1917              A1301V3
QKW1915             A1301V4

2.0   -   3.85

2.0   -   3.85

2.0   -   6.0

2.5   -   8.5

3.0   -   8.0

3.85-   7.4

3.85-   7.4

4.0   -   8.0

7.0    -11.0

7.0   -16.0

7.4   -12.0

7.4   -12.0

8.0   -16.0

4.0   -   8.0

2.0   -   4.0
2.0   -   4.0

35
37
40
38
35

003            30
138

0135

0330
003             35
005            33
240

55
35
35
35

550
1200

900
1500

900
650
950
720

400

NOTES:      1.  Types  marked  with  asterisk  (*)  are  ceramic-metal  construction.     2.  All  tubes  periodic-permanent-magnet  focusing.       3.  Tubes  normally  furnished  with  1

L -loop.

In ctddition to the tubes              line.  Information on classified        clearance cnd evidence ol need        medium pov
listed herein, Rcrytheon is de-          types to meet specific progrc(in        to know.                                                   obtained thl
veloping new types to supple-         requirements is also ovc[ilc(ble               Complete details ol cmy ol          Raytheon sa
ment the existing former RCA          upon receipt ol proper security        the Rclytheon line of low cnd              the back pa(
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